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Equal Protection
Under The Law—
Chief Moose s crusade to aid the Black
Press

Montgomery County, Maryland Police Chief
Charles Moose
by J>e CarJa-fcjvers

,.«wwedia:eventj”Biey_,4iggijn-

2002 ©B L ACKPRESS.ORG - The rela
tionship between the
police and journalists has
never been good, particu
larly twithin the Black
community. And with
increased attention placed
on how American journal
ists are gathering news, it’s
nice to know that one
police chief will not be
withholding information.
Although he became a
household word during the
days the DC sniper
brought terror to the
nation’s capitol, Mont
gomery County, Maryland
Police Chief ' Charles
Moose remains grounded
and committed to serving
the public, and that
includes talking with the
media.
"I was concerned that
some of the minority
media were just kind of
pushed to the side. Once
this became a national

• Personal Injury
• Auto Accidents

University of South Florida Library
„ St. Petersburg Campus

stream media] had a lot
more equipment, a lot
more assets. We tried to be
cognizant to not just do
interviews with all the big
stations, but to give some
of the smaller stations as
much time because thaf’s ,
always a dilemma."
During the sniper
investigation, many min
ority journalists and small
newspapers felt squeezed
out, forced to. scrap for
crumbs of information.
But they were not alone.
Hamil Harris, a reporter
for one of the nation’s
largest daily newspapers
The Washington Post, also
felt the pinch. Other news
outlets, many of them pre
dominantly white, were
given a freer flow of infor
mation from the task
force’s mostly White
members. But, according
to Moose, minority jour-

Moose
continued on pg. 6

Please Note The Special
Deadlines For Our December
26, 2002 Issue Of The Weekly
Challenger - All Ad And News
Copy Must Be Received By
Friday, December 20.
Did you ever meet the slain civil rights
leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., or any
other national civil rights leader? Was it
a brief conversation? A chance meeting?
If you’ve had any kind of communication
with national civil rights leaders, espe
cially with Dr. King or those who associ
ated with him, The Weekly Challenger
would like to hear your story. Please call
727-822-8996.

Front Porch Hosts Appreciation
Banquet
—
———-—------by Tangela Fedrick
Challenger Staff Writer
ST. PETERSBURGThe Front Porch of Florida
hosted its annual Front
Porch Beautification Aw
ards Banquet Tuesday
evening at 6:30 p.m. in the
Enoch Davis Center in St.
Petersburg.
Front Porch Florida is
a Community Revital
ization and Development
Initiative program which
Kiambu Mudada, this
helps communities to
_ year's moderator
receive education and tech
nical assistance in revital
izing their own neighbor mittee and Parliamentary
hoods where the solutions of Front Porch. There were
for change come from the plants and other household
community and not just the gifts given out at the ban
government.
Residents, quet to help show the
service providers, govern appreciation that went into
ments, and other interested making this program a suc
'
. :■
parties work together to cess. ' ■
Fannie
Howard,
Vice
rebuild distressed neigh
President of 13th street
borhoods.
Board-*
Moderator Tor this ~ Association
me?hb?f*&f
Front
Porch
year’s event was Brother
was
very
proud
to
he
a part
Kiambu Mudada who is on
of
this
event.
the Beautification Com-

Cathy Burgess, a bene
ficiary of a Front Porch
revitalization project
for home improvement
On hand at this years
event were displays of
some of the revitalization
that was done on residents’
homes, churches. and busi
nesses.
Leigh Covington Front
Porch Council member and
Chairperson for the Beau..lieation Committee was
also there to show support
and to show how proud she

Lolita Dash's efforts in
making the evening’s
festivities a success
were praised
photos by Rassi

was to know that the com
munity is willing to step in
and help take care of their
own. There were presenta
tions
certificates and
plaques.
The evening would not
have been possible.if it was

of

not for the hclp’of'/Lolita

Banquet
continued on pg. 7

Rays Provide a Thanksgiving Treat
To The Homeless------------------------------ -—
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WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

School Choice
Deadline Of Dec. 13 Is
Fast Approaching!------PINELLAS COUN
TY — On Saturday, Dec
ember 7, from 10 a.m.-l
p.m., the district will open
six schools to accommo
date parents who have not
yet made school choices,
During the "Countdown to
Choice" Day, district staff
and volunteers will be
available to assist parents
in completing their choice
paperwork. The school
locations are:
' * Sutherland Element
ary, 3150 Belcher Rd.,
Palm Harbor
* Countryside High,
3000 State Road 580,
Clearwater
* Clearwater Inter
mediate, 1220 Palmetto

St., Clearwater
* Ridgecrest Element
ary, 1901 119th St. N,
Largo
* Blanton Elementary,
6400 54th Ave. N, St.
Petersburg
* James Sanderlin Ele
mentary, 2350 22nd Ave.
S, St. Petersburg
All parents must make
school choices, including
those of children who will
be starting kindergarten in
2003. For more informa
tion, please call the Family
Education and Information
Center nearest you: St.
Petersburg (727) 5521595, Clearwater, (727)
298-2858.

Tampa Museum offers
Free Kwanzaa
Celebration To Families
TAMPA— On Sunday,
December 8, from 1-4
p.m., the Tampa Museum

friends, and the communi
ty to celebrate the AfricanAmerican cultural her

of Art will host its third

itage, pay tribute to the

annual" Kwanzaa Cele

ancestors, ahd reinforce*

bration, open to the public,
as part of its Free Family

the bonds that unite us as a
people. Kwanzaa is found

Fun Day at the museum,
600 N. Ashley Drive in
downtown Tampa.
Kwanzaa
is
African-American
bration of family, commu
nity, and culture, tradition
ally
observed
from
December 26 through
January 1, each year. It is a
coming together of family,

ed on seven principles
called the Nguzo Saba.
These principles, based on
traditional African culture,
form a value system that
not only builds and
strengthens the world
African community, but
also serves as a catalyst

Kwanzaa
continued on pg. 4

CALL TODAY!
This young child is all
smiles as he turns for a
Kodak moment
by Tangela Fedrick
Challenger Staff Writer
ST. PETERSBURGRecently, the players and
coaches of the Tampa Bay
Devil Rays prepared and
served a Thanksgiving din
ner to hundreds of men,
women and children who
are homeless.
This Thanksgiving will
not be forgotten for most,
not just because their stom
achs were full of turkey,
dressing, vegetables, din
ner rolls and deserts, but
for the most part it warmed
their hearts to see that
someone cared.
The food was prepared
at Tropicana Field before

There were so many that took advantage of food prepared by the D-Rays
that they had to be served in shifts.
being transported to and
served at; St. . Vincent
DePaul Center in St.
Petersburg, on Monday
evening at 6:00 p.m. St.
Vincent along with about
twenty five, other churches
serve the homeless a hot
meal at least once a day
throughout the year. The
Devil Rays have sponsored
this event for several years
in the area. The last two
years they were able to
have it in a warm indoor
building.
The homeless refer to

To Win A Pair of Tickets
To See Damon Wayans
Star of My Wife and Kids
Live at Ruth Eckerd Hall
December 28, @ 8:00 p.m.

INSIDE THIS ISSUE
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Carmen Molina, Public Relations Asst to VP, gets
the pies ready for transport
photos by Rassi

this type of program as
being a start to a never end-

Homeless
continued on pg. 6
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A Living Memorial to Cleveland Johnson, Jr.
“Black People Must Sell As Well As Buy Else Remain A Beggar Race
by Barry A. McIntosh.
General Manager
Few individuals make
a major impact on others
during their lifetime. Even
less accomplish things that
remain in memory after
they pass. Mr. Cleveland
Johnson is an exception to
both. His philosophy was
clear and simple. One
could not argue about his
focus and how it was the
catalyst that influenced the
vision of countless people
who met him.
Mr. Johnson was an
entrepreneur in the truest
sense. He created a suc
cessful newspaper, The
Weekly Challenger, out of
virtually nothing, and in
doing so he controlled his

destiny, and helped others working for someone else,
do the same. That is what and buying and spending
he preached incessantly; be more than selling has per
in control of your own des petuated some level of sub
tiny. To achieve that sort of jugation.
freedom, one must sell, and
An
often-repeated
even more importantly, sell story from those who tried
what belongs to them, not as they could to write sto
someone else’s product or ries for him was his
service. In other words, response to essentially "go
find yourself a business, sell an ad, and keep your
work it, be successful at it, story." He promoted the
and thus dramatically re participation in commercial
duce your dependence up enterprise, controlling your
on others for support. destiny. In addition, he
Working for someone else, backed up what initially
and having them control seemed like a harsh request
your income, has relegated by taking so many under
many African-Americans his wings and training them
to a beggar race, in some to "sell." This town is filled
cases more severely than with people who took his
others. Nevertheless, as advice, and are forever
Mr. Johnson experienced it, indebted to Mr. Johnson for

the success they’ve achieved.
For those of us who
were not privileged to meet
Mr. Johnson and fully un
derstand his philosophy, it
does us well to understand
the import of the words,
"Black People Must Sell
As Well As Buy, Else
Remain A ‘Beggar Race.’"
This is critically important
when we look at this equa
tion from the buying side.
For example, the National
Urban League reported that
during the decade of the
90s, "African-American
buying power increased
almost 73 percent." The
challenge we face with that
increase in disposable in
come is the problem with

too much spending.
Moreover, a 1997 U.S.
Census Bureau report
showed that Blacks spent
from .5 - 15% more
money, on average, than all
American consumers for
necessities like Food, Tele
phone, Utilities, Clothing,
and Major Appliances.
Another study by the
National Tour Association
showed that the Black fam
ily median income was
54% - 65% of white fami
lies in the four age groups
35-44, 45-54, 55-64, and
65+. Conversely, the same
study reported that a Black
family earning $30,000 a
year spends as much as a
white family earning
$50,000. No wonder that

Mr.
Johnson
stressed
"Selling" over "Buying."
The net result: a negative
net worth for a significant
majority of African-Ameri
cans when compared to
white Americans with com
parable incomes.
"Cleve," as many af
fectionately called him, is
no longer here, but the
stark reality of our plight
remains. It thus does us all
well to reflect heavily on
what motivated him, his
legacy: "Black People
Must Sell As Well As Buy,
Else Remain A ‘Beggar
Race’," lest we find our
selves failing to heed Mr.
Johnson’s warning issued
out of love and respect for
all of us!
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At First Ford Failed But Try, Try Again for
the Sake of Black
America--------------------by Ak'Bar Shabazz
A New Visions Commen
tary paper
After his party's defeat
in the 2002 elections, De
mocratic House Minority
Leader Richard Gephardt
(MO) resigned his con
gressional leadership post.
A more liberal colleague Nancy Pelosi (CA) - suc
ceeded him, but not with
out a challenge from Har
old Ford, Jr. (TN).
Ford, an AfricanAmerican, represents a
new breed of politician.
Only 32 years old, he was
bom after the passage of
the Civil Rights Act. He
recognizes America's past
injustices, but doesn't let
them cloud his judgment
on present-day issues. He
epitomizes the growing
ranks of moderate and con
servative Black politicians.

You'd think Ford's quest
for his party's top congres
sional job would excite
Black politicians and pun
dits. To the
contrary.
Ford's candidacy mostly
elicited disdain among his
colleagues. At a gathering
of Black pundits in Wash
ington,
Professor Ron
Walters of the University
of Maryland said of Ford,
"He's too right of center,
and he needs to come
home."
Just where is this
"home," and is it some
place Black America wants
its political power concen
trated?
In the wake of the
Republicans' election do
mination, I think Demo
crats are failing to recog
nize voting trends. They
are mistakenly running
hard and fast to the left.

deaths from HIV were
sweeping across this na
tion, HTV was often in the
headlines and on television
and radio. Today, because
of the success of drugs that
are available to many
Americans, that death rate
in the U.S. has dropped
dramatically and AIDS is
not in the forefront of our
minds. Instead, our national
attention is turned to terror
ism and security issues.
But Danny Glover, the
actor and a spokesman for
the United Nations, re
minds us that for many
around the world AIDS is
their primary national secu
rity threat. Indeed, U.N.
Secretary, General K°fi

workplaces', our places of
worship to those who have
HIV/AIDS. The question is
how we talk about it and do
the prevention work.
But the question for us
in the U.S. is also how can
we make more available
the funds for the world’s
poorest to have access to
the drugs which can keep
them alive. Although some
progress has been made
over the past two years, the
fact is that millions of
Africans still cannot afford
the life-saving drugs. We
are still requiring many
African nations to repay
their debts - the total debt

$10 billion.
All the progress which
Africa has made since inde
pendence is being lost
because of AIDS. A whole
generation - including
teachers and doctors and
engineers and farmers - is
being wiped out and now a
second generation is being
threatened by it. The fact of
the matter is that HIV/
AIDS is not just a security
threat for Africa, but it is a
security threat for the
whole world. It’s a security
threat that we can do some
thing about - both here and
abroad.

whom liye in Africa.
The theme for this
year’s World AIDS Day
was "Live and Let Live,"
with a focus on all people
with HTV/AIDS living in
dignity. Yet, we know that
is not the case. Around the
world, including in the
U.S., people with HIV/
AIDS suffer greatly from
being stigmatized. They
face irrational fears and
prejudice. In many cases,
the stigma can be as bur
densome as the disease
itself and some people are
denied even the basic rights
of food and shelter because
of it.
The question
the U.S. is how to end the

200,000 Africans died in

wars in 2000, 2 million
Africans died of AIDS that
year. In Africa, in 2000
there were 7,000 AIDS
funerals every day - that’s
more than twice the num
ber of people who died on
9/11. Those deaths were
two-thirds of the world
wide deaths from AIDS
that year, meaning that
Africa is bearing the bur
den of this disease. In fact,
95% of the cases of
HIV/AIDS are in the
world’s poorest countries
and in several southern
African nations, one out of
every five people is infect
ed. In South Africa alone,
25^ .jpf, ^gi?antjrw(Qm©a
havqi(heidi^y§e. The world,
has more than 13 million
AIDS orphans, 95% of

our homes, our schools, our

billion per year,’wMIe.<the
cost for AIDS drugs for all
Africans would come to

by Thomas Lacefield
Many of us have seen
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
famous "I Have a Dream"
speech and remember
Michael Jordan collapsing
into the arms of a teammate
after playing a crucial game
while suffering from the
flu. We watch Oprah Win
frey persist in bringing
intelligent and sensitive
topics to her talk show
without popular fist fights
and displays of intemperate
ignorance. And now we
learn that Colin Powell
convinced President Bush,
Donald Rumsfeld, and
Dick Cheney that the U.S.
should act against Jraq
within international law
and along with the rest of
the world.
So how can we ignore
the visible problems of a
high percentage of African-

Americans with their
young men in prison, their
families unemployed and in
poverty, and their lack of
proportional representation
in higher positions of our
society?
Before advances in
genetics proved that all
races are virtually identical,
many proposed that lowly
positions were the result of
racial inferiority of darkskinned people and racial
superiority of light skinned
people. Finally, these inde
cent proposals have been
confined to the tiny-brairied
folk.
Then came court deci
sions that said we couldn't
deny equal opportunity to
white people no matter our
attempt to correct past dis
crimination. Some still talk
of settling our debt by pay
ing inadequate reparations

as governments have done
for selected victims of
World Warff.
History discloses that
our country took advantage
of the economic value of
slaves in agriculture' for
more than one hundred
years before the Civil War
and fifty years after Britain
prohibited international
slave trade. After the Civil
War abolished slavery, we
continued to deny Blacks
equal opportunity for an
other one hundred years
until we passed voting
rights and civil rights legis
lation.
Our country permitted
the crimes of kidnapping,
assault, murder, torture,
rape, false imprisonment,
and child abuse against a
race of people for a hun
dred years, then ignored the
plight of scattered families

with little education, jobs,
or health care for another
hundred.
Now, after forty years
of experiments with affir
mative action, we appear to
believe we've done enough.
Science established that the
deficient condition of our
Black brothers and sisters
cannot be the result of their
inferiority, so it follows that
slavery and unequal oppor
tunity must be the real
cause.
We've let wrong words
like "equal opportunity",
and "reparations" confuse
us, while we should have
discussed
"restitution"
owed to victims of crimes
by the perpetrators of the
crimes. The black race is
the victim of the crimes
flowing from slavery and
the victim of deliberate
denial of equal opportunity.

Our nation is responsi considering my argument
ble for the crime and "must for doing what's right
do the time" of appropriate instead of what we've come
punishment by providing to accept. I'm guessing this
affirmative action until our because we live in a world
Black African-American where people (supposedly
citizens occupy a place in human beings) kill inno
our society equivalent to cent people in the name of
whites.
God, and where we all may
Clearly, forty years was be descendants of a man
insufficient to undo the who gave up the whole
harm. Reason suggests we world for an apple.
accept a sentence of "affir
But wait. ... Imagine
mative restitution" for the exampld we would set
another one hundred and when we stand in unity, not
sixty years and acknowl just in war, but in pursuit of
edge that restitution to a the noble principle that all
crime victim is a debt and persons are created equal.
not a constitutional rights Only a great nation and
issue. Besides, if we do a people could accept the
good job of providing edu consequences of their own
cation and job opportuni mistakes.
ties we might get off early.
Thomas Lacefield is an
OK, I admit that proba attorney and essayist from
bly more people are cursing Texas.
the newspaper for printing
this essay than are calmly

With Pelosi leading her
party in the House of
Representatives, Republi
cans couldn't be happier.
Older Black politicians, to
their peril, seem to be run
ning even further to the left.
In post-9/11 America,
with our nation close to
war, public opinion is mov
ing right. Polling data
shows the Democrats failed
to ignite their base this
year, and their incoherent
message lacked appeal.
This trend appears to
include Black voters. In
states such as Georgia and
Florida - where Black turn
out increased - Republicans
won significant local, state
and national victories. In

Maryland, Black votes are
thought to have been essen
tial to the election of the
first Republican governor
in 36 years.
But these trends don't
seem to register among
those claiming to be our
leaders. At the aforemen
tioned meeting, Jesse Jackson continued trying to
frighten us to gain support.
"Next year," he said, "the
right wing is going to con
trol the White House, the
House, the Senate and the
courts. Virtually every civil
rights remedy will be made
illegal next year." He
offered no constructive
suggestions, offering only
race-baiting and fear-mon

gering.
"We're not so stupid
that we cannot vote our
interests," said National
Newspapers
Publishing
Association editor-in-chief
George Curry of the Black
electorate. "Democrats are
more in our interests."
Curry and the others seem
to think that if you're Black
and don't vote Democratic,
you're stupid.
A 1996 survey by the
Joint Center for Political
and Economic Studies
found Black Americans
were evenly divided in
describing themselves as
conservative, liberal and
independent. A Joint Center
survey of Black elected

officials released this year
found that younger Black
officeholders are becoming
impatient with the liberal
status quo and are more
interested in looking at
conservative ideas such as
school choice and Social
Security privatization than
their older colleagues. This
bitter generation gap hurt
Harold Ford, Jr. in his lead
ership race.
Just how conservative
is Congressman Ford any
way? Not very, according
to his vote ratings. The
Human Rights Campaign a homosexual lobby - gave
him a perfect rating for his
2001 votes, while the con
servative Family Research

Council rated him at only
42 percent. The radical
environmentalists at the
League of Conservation
Voters agreed with him 73
percent of the time in their
survey, but the pro-busi
ness U.S. Chamber of
Commerce gave him only
55 percent. And the
American
Conservative
Union gives Ford a 12 per
cent lifetime rating.
Ford is a loyal Demo
crat, but he sees the writing
on the wall. In a year when
his party lost significant
power - and where his radi
cal Democratic colleagues
Cynthia McKinney (GA)
and Earl Hilliard (AL) lost
their seats to primary oppo-

bv Bernice Powell Jackson
Every year December 1
is set aside as World AIDS
Day, a day to remember the
millions who are living
with HIV and AIDS as well
as those who have died
from this disease and to
recommit ourselves to end
ing the HIV/AIDS pandem
ic. It’s important to remem
ber that there are still
Americans becoming in
fected with this disease
every day and that there are
14,000 new infections
every day worldwide.
HIV/AIDS knows no bor
ders and respects no bound
aries. It is a disease of all
races, all classes^; both
sexes, all nationalities and
sexual orientations.
A decade ago, when the

Annan has said that while

stigma - how do we open

-repayment by Africa is .$14

Z&tl©S 11© &

- O

Slavery

nents - he realizes that real
solutions, not just party
loyalty, is important to vot
ers. But most of his
brethren seem to prefer to
remain comfortably in bed
with the left-wing radicals.
It appears as if they've
already gone to sleep.
Ak'bar
Shabazz,
an
Atlanta native, is a member of
the National Advisory Council
of the African-American lead
ership network Project 21.
Comments may be sent to akshaz@ hotmail. com.

On November 30, 1981,
four Black newcomers
were elected to Congress:
Mervyn Dymally (CA),
Augustus Savage (EL),
Harold Washington (IL)
an<l George W. Crockett
Jr. (MI).
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
SERENDIPITY

by Hugh Clay Paulk

Isn't That Interesting?
I Didn't Know That!'
All this information
from The New York
Times, November 18,
2002.
Q. Who is the United
States Poet Laureate?
A. Billy Collins. Re
cently, Billy Collins said,
"It's a real mind-blower.
Poetry has always had the
reputation as being the
poor little match girl of the
arts. Well, the poor little
match girl just hit the lot
tery."
Q. What did Billy
Collins mean by that?
A. An ailing heir who
tried but failed to have her
poems published in a small
literary journal has given
that journal an astonishing
bequest that is likely to be
worth more than $100 mil
lion. Ruth Lilly, 87, an heir
to the Eli Lilly pharmaceu
tical fortune, submitted
several poems to Poetry
magazine in the 1970's and
was rewarded only with
handwritten rejection notes /
from the editor, Joseph
Parisi. Evidently she did
not take the rejections to
heart.

Parisi. an

nounced her’ gift at the
magazine's 90th-anniversary dinner on Friday. "She
doesn't want her name on
anything, and I doubt she's
ever cut a ribbon," Mr.
Parisi said. "That's good
for us, because you don't
get a plaque for supporting
poetry. You better get a
reward in heaven, because
you sure won't get one on
earth." Stephen Kinzer,
The New York Times.
Q. What is haggis?
A. "Swaddled tightly
in the yellowed stomach
lining of a sheep, a mixture
of congealed fat, onions,
pinhead oatmeal, stock and
the cut-up heart, lungs and
liver of the animal has a
lumpen look that even the
eulogizing poet, Robert
Burns, compared to the
sight of bare buttocks."
Consider the haggis and
you may well wonder how
it, inspired a rhapsodic
poem, became Scotland's
national dish and touched
off an incipient rebellion
when Britain's food safety

office hinted that it might
ban it. Warren Hoge, The
New York Times.
Q. "We are under a
commandment to be
faithful stewards of
God's creation," said
Paul Gorman, executive
director of the National
Religious Partnership for
the Environment, an
umbrella organization of
Christian and Jewish
groups. "This is a crisis
in God's creation at the
hands of God's chil
dren." What is this gen
tleman talking about?
A. Leaders of many
religious groups have
signed a letter to the Big
Three's chief executives
asking for improvements
in fuel economy. They say
they have a biblical man
date to be good stewards of
God's creation and a
responsibility to the poor
who are especially harmed
by pollution. And they
decry supporting "auto
cratic, corrupt and violent"
governments that produce
oil. Danny Hakim, New
; York Times! -V* vr). Jnarnyncr:

Q.Dohappv 'people >
live longer?
A. A growing body of
evidence suggests they
may. Recent studies have
correlated long life with
optimism, with positive
thinking, and with a lack of
hostility, anxiety and
depression. Researchers
checked to see which par
ticipants were still alive in
1998, and they noted when
the others had died. It
turned out that those who
viewed aging as a positive
experience lived, on aver
age, 7.5 years longer than
those who took a darker
view. That is an advantage
far greater, the researchers
point out, than what can be
gained from lowering
blood pressure or reducing
cholesterol, each of which
has been found to lengthen
life about four years. It
also beats exercise, not
smoking and maintaining a
healthy weight, strategies
that add one to three years.
Dr. Toshihiko Maruta
found that the pessimists

had a risk of death for any
given year that was 19 per
cent greater than average.
Mary Duenwald, New
York Times.
Q. Dr. Daniel Nul
said
his
team
in
Argentina found a 28
percent decrease in hos
pital admissions for heart
failure
among
the
patients who had been
followed for an average
of 457 days. He said that
could be translated as
preventing one hospital
admission for every 18
patients, at an estimated
saving of $2 million.
What did Dr. Nul's team
do to help these patients?
A. Nurses made regu
lar follow-up calls to see
how they were getting
along, listening and mak
ing suggestions when there
were problems. Lawrence
K. Altman. New York
Times.
Q. What is frailty
and what can be done
about it?
A. Frailty, doctors
agreed, was characterized
by muscle weakness, fa
tigue, declines in activity, a
slow or unsteady gait and
weight loss. People with at
least three of these symp
toms were considered frail.
"These are pathologies that
hadn't been recognized as
discrete disease processes
in their own right," Dr.
Evan Hadley said. But
they were every bit as
debilitating as well-known
diseases of aging like

ST. PETERSBURG It’s December 2002, and
what would be a more de
lightful way to bring in the
yuletide season than break
fast with “Santa” and his
helpers?
On Saturday, Decem
ber 7th, from 8-11 a.m.
you can meet and greet Mr.
and Mrs. Santa Claus at the
National Guard Armory,
3601 - 38th Ave. South.
The affair is geared toward
children ages 6 months to
11 years of age and par
ents, of course.
Santa and Mrs. Claus (Leonard Coley and
Not only will you get a
Yvonne Alsup) with Tiara Lewis
healthy breakfast, but also
a chance to enjoy festivi
ties. There will be crafts
(making pine cone bird
feeders, Christmas orna-.
ments, etc.), singing, story
telling and a chance for a
photo with Santa like the
ones pictured above.
This year Mr. Claus
will be Leonard Coley and
Mrs. Claus will be Yvonne
Alsup. Holley Jones de
signed the ethnic costumes
worn by Mr. and Mrs.
Claus.
Delta Sigma Theta
Leonard Coley and Yvonne Alsup
Sorority, St. Petersburg
Alumnae Chapter, is a non awareness and involve- Services, has sponsored
this event.
profit organization that ment.
We look forward to
This is the eleventh
emphasizes economic de
velopment, educational de- year that Delta Sigma The- you joining us for “Break

to stepperQ sis .n<Ete«, tiadley

ve16prfteiit,lr,iiH%2*i,hational — ta Sorority,'with thehelp'ol'

said i ittoec? continuing?,re- j
search offered hope for
new interventions in addi
tion to exercise. "This is
now looking ahead and
speculating a little bit," he
said. "We don't know yet if
these inflammatory and
blood clotting factors are
consequences of frailty or
if they contribute to it. But
if it's the latter, that would
suggest drug therapies."
Just 3 percent of the people
aged 65 to 69 were frail,
but 20 to 30 percent of
those aged 80 or older
were considered so. Gina
Kolata, The New York
Times.

av^hfbhte^* phy^apeaiffi'^the Gity of St/Pettershuik’s
mental health and political Department of Leisure

We Specialize Also In:
• Weight Loss Body Wraps
• Lymphatic Facials
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
• Fibromyalgia
H.T. Wellness & Massage Center
NEUROMUSCULARMASSAGE
NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE

FAX 328-8869

became the first African-American to
win the Heisman Trophy.

COMMUNITY
Publix, BILLBOARD

When it comes to your
health, it is your responsi
bility to take into account
what you put into your life.
The result is what you get
back.
Be especially conscien
tious over the holiday sea
son. No deposit, no return
is certainly not true in the
case of eating healthy.
Whatever you deposit will
show up somewhere in
your body. Some probable
areas include: elevated
blood pressure, waistlines,
glucose levels and choles
terol levels. These things
all contribute to diabetes,
cancer and cardiovascular
incident rates.
Your blood cholesterol
level will probably in
crease as you age. Make
sure you have it checked in
accord with your doctor’s
advice.
Saturated fat is the
part of your diet that most
affects your blood choles
terol level.
Smoking < decreases
HDL cholesterol, the

activity and losing excess
weight are ways to in
crease HDL cholesterol.
Limit your saturated
fat intake.
Instead of fried food,
try broiled,
steamed,
grilled and stir-fried foods.
Instead of gravies and
sauces, try lemon, herbs,
wine and salsa to season
foods.
Instead of steaks,
chops, rib roasts and ribs,
try skinless turkey and
chicken, lean beef, lean
pork cuts and fish.
Instead of whole fat
dairy products, try mar
garine, skim milk and non
fat or low fat dairy prod
ucts.
Instead of high fat
snacks and fast foods, try
fresh fruits, vegetables,
dried beans, whole-grain
breads, rice and pasta.
Trim Excess Body
Fat: "On-again-off again"
dieting may result in more
body fat over time. Go for
permanent weight control.
Become Physically Ac("good" cholesterol in your * ■Tiyip,:; Regular gjjysicq)
blood. Increasing pugfygql^^ljiyjty helps protect you
from heart disease.
Remember, NO DE

POSIT does not necessari
ly mean NO RETURN.

3600 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-2189

Ask for Tony
20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

There Is A
Reason To
Read
The Weekly
Challenger!

PINELLAS COUNTY
SCHOOLS

School Choice
All families MUST make a school choice
by Friday, Dec. 13, 2002.

students at

Rtllfe

Check Your Health
Account----------------

On November 28, 1961, Ernie Davis

tion, benefiting

Elementary.

fast1 With Saflf^l3

by Bettye Bumett-Scott,
R.N.,M.S.

SAM’S BEAUTY SALON

for their contribu

(fanfi&MatuM, & PCP
Vtttot'iatice

328-7600

Deltas Breakfast with Santa -

Republic Bank

Melrose

GOOD
HEALTH
TO YOU!

meeting December 7th at Lake Place, #D.
7:30 p.m. at the home of
Please plan to attend,
Major Macon, 2356 Lynn •

Challenger thanks

The Weekly Challenger’s Annual Holiday Special Section

. 3727 Central Avenue
LIC. #MM005879

ST. PETERSBURG Gibbs High School Class
of 1963 will hold an urgent

ne Weekly

A great opportunity for your church to reach the African-American community
with a Season’s Greeting, or if you have a business - promote
your product or service. Call Today - 727-896-2922.
There’s a rate for every budget!

f Accent

Gibbs Class of ‘63 Meeting —j-

• Silver Stars 18th Annual Christmas
Party. Friday, Dec. 6th, Curtis Hall, 4834 18th Ave. South, 8:00 p.m. until...
• Breakfast with Santa and Mrs. Claus,
■ Saturday, Dec. 7th, 8:00 - 11:00 a.m.,
National Guard Armory, 3601 - 38th Ave. S.
(sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
and the City of St. Petersburg).
• Urgent Meeting of Gibbs High School
Class of 1963. Saturday, Dec. 7th, 7:30 p.m.,
home of Major Macon, 2356 Lynn Lake
Place, #D.
• Public Forum on Ft. Mose, the only
Free Black Town on the Spanish Frontier.Saturday, Dec. 7th, Pinellas County African
American Heritage Museum, 1101 N.
Marshall St., Clearwater.
• St. Petersburg Free Clinic’s Holiday
Food Drive for the Needy. For donations,
inquiries, and tours, please call Alizza
Punzalan, (727) 821-1200, ext. 108.
• Alltel’s Call for Food Campaign, in con
junction with the Divine Providence Food
Bank - (see article on pg. 6).

If your child attends a Pinellas County school, you
MUST return your Declaration of Intent, even if you
want your child to stay at his or her current school.

INCOMING KINDERGARTENERS:
If your child turns 5 on or
before Sept. 1, 2003 and will
start kindergarten in August 2003,
you MUST make a choice of schools
by Friday, Dec. 13, 2002

NOTE: If you do not make a choice, your child will be assigned to a
school with seats available after all other students have been assigned.

Questions? Call or visit the Family Education
and Information Center nearest you.
11 Ot Marshall St., Clearwater
(727) 298-2858

3420 Eighth Ave. S, St. Petersburg
(727) 552-1595

Hours: Monday-Thursday 8 a.m.-7 p.m., Friday 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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THIS &
THAT
(823-6092)
by Mabel Cooper
With Thanksgiving
behind us, many of us are
looking ahead to the activ
ities of Fall before our
Winter
begins
on
December 22nd. If our
past weeks are any indica
tion of what’s to come, we
are in for a treat.
To start, of the ‘no rest
for the weary’ activities,
was a b’date celebration on
Tuesday, Nov. 2nd. Party
site was her 21st St. South
home. Some of the invited
friends and relatives joined
in the celebration, and
wished her happy b’date.
Party chatter, Whisp play
ing, music and food were
in abundance, and every
one enjoyed.
*♦*
On Tuesday, Nov.
26th, we traveled a few
blocks away on 9th Ave.
and 20th St. South to the
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church,
where we enjoyed a boun
teous pre-Thanksgiving
dinner. My glad thanks to
all who helped prepare that
delicious
dinner
and
served all who came.
***
On Wednesday, Nov.
27th, we broke bread
together for lunch at
McCall’s Restaurant on
22nd St. South with other
senior adults, something
we do often.
***

just thinking about it. It is a
moment to savor. All of us
went home with puffy,
gassy stomachs. Others
contributing to the spread
were Lessie and Fred
Cambel, Rufus and Almeta
Thompson, Lois McKay
and other family members.
***
On Friday, Nov. 29th,
we went to a fish fry.
(More about this in my
next ‘Write Around.’ My
time is on low. There is
never enough time, unless
you’re serving it.)
***

they expect, and do so
cheerfully.
Don’t believe all you
hear, spend all you have, or
sleep all you’d like.
Don’t say, “I love ya”
unless you really megn it.
When you say, “I’m
sorry,” look the person in
the eyes.
Be engaged at least six
months before you get
married.
Love deeply and pas
sionately. You might get
hurt, but it’s the only way
until another, better way is
made.
So, Until Next Write
Around, Stay Loose!

The Weekly
Challenger’s
Annual Holiday
Special Section
A great oppor

Belated B’Date Wishes
To...
Polly
Cooper,
Anastasia (from your
mother, Rosa Sandy),
Brandon Sullivan, Mildred
Surry and Artley Jackson,
all born between Nov.
22nd and Dec. 21st.

Happy Birthday To...
Joann Jacob, whose
natal day is Dec. 6th. This
wish is from your grand
mother, Mary F. Mack.
Delta Marie Oliver, Dec.
7 th,
and
Altamese
Spearman, Dec. 8th.
Here’s wishing your
birthdates are or were
happy and that you
received all you hoped for.
***

tunity for your
church to reach
the
AfricanAmerican com
munity with a
Season’s Greet
ing, or if you
have a business promote your
product or serv
ice. Call Today 727-896-2922.
There’s a rate
for every
budget!

Tips For Life

Now, Back to What
Went On
On Turkey Day, Nov.
28th, our family’s annual
Thanksgiving dinner, as
usual, was held at the 28th
St. South residence of
Wade and Lessie Stotts. A
tantalizing, fabulous selec
tion of edible and tempting
treats were served to all of
us attending.
I must tell you about
the yummy foods we
pigged out on - smoked
turkey and dressing, baked
ham, barbequed ribs and
chicken. Also, chitterlings
and yellow rice, black
beans and white purlo rice,
collard greens, string
beans, yellow squash, can
died yams, macaroni and
cheese, potatoe and fruit
salads.
Other goodies were:
jelly and chocolate layer
cakes, sweet potato pie,
peach cobbler and pecan
pie; ice tea, lemonade and
sodas to flush this “high
blood pressure” but good
dinner down.
Go ahead, admit it.
Your mouth is watering

Insurer Cited For Having Best Tampa Bay
Plan for Seniors Based on Benefits and Price

______
ST. PETERSBURG Silver Star Social Club is
inviting everyone to their
18th annual Christmas par
ty on Friday, December
6th, at Curtis Hall, 4834 18th Avenue S. from 8

p.m. until.
The Silver Star Social
Club would like to wish
everyone a Merry Christ
mas and a Happy New
Year. We would also like to
thank everyone for your

support through the past 18
years:
From the President,
Mary S. Parker, arid the
members of the Silver Star
Social Club.

Holiday Needs Go Beyond
Food At The St. Petersburg
Free Clinic---------------------- -----ST. PETERSBURG During its 32 years of serv
ing the community, the St.
Petersburg Free Clinic has
been the fortunate recipi
ent of numerous food
drives conducted during
the holidays. In addition to
the bountiful amount of
food collected for the Free
Clinic’s Food Bank and
We Help food pantry dur
ing this time of year, the
entire agency could also
benefit from the following
donations: personal hy
giene items such as soap,
shampoo, deodorant, ra
zors, toothpaste and tooth

ST. PETERSBURG Teens from South Pinellas

Give people more than

*

brushes; new men’s under
wear (t-shirts and briefs)
for ihe homeless men at
Beacon House; brown
paper bags for the USDA
commodities program; and
financial gifts to assist
with surplus food distribu
tion to other needy chari
ties as well as for the con
tinuation of medical sup
port for the uninsured at
Health Care Services. Gift
certificates to grocery
stores, coupons to fast
food restaurants and gift
cards to retail stores where
presents can be purchased
are welcomed luxuries all

a&MsraR
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County high schools held
theirannuaj|,Tqe,q. Summit

- J

WAKE-UP
With The Morning People

Bobby Holiday & Freddie Bell
6 am to 10am every weekday morning

Afternoon Drive ITRlfl MlTY Df,
TOcn-mnmwra'in
WOKKIUV
MONmY-HUIMV
JOsOO AM-2rOO I’M

Citizen’s Repo**
Host: Jetie B. Wilds,
Jr.
Saturday Mornings
9 am-—-10:30 am

mslllOed
6:30 pm to 10:00 pm
Mon thru Fri.
6:00 pm to 10:00 pm
Saturday

a>i

Adult Sundays
I

WellCare Health Plan Wins
Senior Gold Choice Award
As No. 1 Plan-------------------

18th Annual Christmas Party

year round.
All financial gifts and
donations can be dropped
off at 863 3rd Avenue
North in downtown St.
Petersburg. Hours are 9
a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
Now through Decem
ber 22nd, holiday tours are
available for groups of all
sizes. To schedule a tour or
to inquire about financial
and in-kind donations,
contact Alizza Punzalan,
Director of Resources, at
(727) 821-1200, ext. 108.

Teen Summit Addresses Youth Issues

Hold the Press! This
Must Get in This Week’s
Paper
A few Sundays ago,
there was a dual reason for
joy in the household of
lovely Racine and Albert
Andrews, aka Bubba
Newkirk, of 28th St.
South. Racine’s son, Artley
Jackson, a former resident
of our town, motored
home on Nov. 27th to
spend Thanksgiving with
his parents and to celebrate
his b’date on Nov. 29th,
before motoring back to
Atlanta, where he has
resided for the past 9 years.
»#*

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues
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Mad Linx

GOSPEL

Christian

Mormen Realty & Development Inc*
d Full Service Real Estate Office
Announces its affiliation with

Rose Ford

Rose can assist you in satisfying your
Real Estate needs.

recently at the Palladium
Theater to express ,; their
thoughts and feelings on
issues that are of impor
tance to them. Their con
tinuing goal is to create an
awareness of what youth
can take to the community
that will make a difference;
Various community lead-'
ers have been invited to
observe the panel discus
sion and share their
thoughts over lunch.
The event, now in its
third year, whs developed
through the YOUthLEAD
program, a teen leadership
program of Family Re
sources, Inc, that engages
teens in developing leader
ship qualities and encour
ages' community activism.
The participating YOUth
LEAD high schools were
Dixie Hollins, St. Peters
burg, Gibbs,. Northeast,
Boca Ciega, Lakewood
and St. Petersburg Catho
lic.
Also contributing to the
event are TASCO Teen
Programs, Pinellas County
4-H, the Juvenile Welfare
Board, the National Con
ference for Community
and Justice, and the Pinel
las County Youth Advisory
Council.

TAMPA - WellCare, a
Medicare+Choice Health
Plan, has been named re
cipient of the 2003 Senior
Gold Choice Award fpr the
fourth consecutive year by
HealthMetrix Research,
Inc., an independent man
aged care research organi
zation.
HealthMetrix Research
Inc. president Alan Mittermaier said the award is im
portant for seniors. "This
award responds to the con
tinued concerns and uncer
tainties that seniors have
with the out-of-pocket
costs incurred when they
enroll in a Medicare
Health Plan. In Tampa
Bay, WellCare has demon
strated a commitment to
cost-sharing effectiveness
and value in the design of
. their Medicare Health Plan
benefits, copayments, de
ductibles, ahd premiums."
Todd Farha, CEO of
WellCare, said, "The Sen
ior Choice Gold Award is a
national measure of the
effectiveness and value of
health plans for seniors
nationwide. WellCare is
proud to be honored once
again with this award in
Tampa Bay. It demon
strates our continuing
commitment to seniors
seeking real value for good
health care. "
"In these uncertain eco
nomic times, many seniors
are worried about escalat
ing premium :©agts,". Farha <
said. "The research re
leased by HealthMetrix
Research compares annual

.Kwanzaa
from pg. 1-----------------that sustains AfricanAmericans as a people.
These seven principles are:
Umoja (Unity), Kujichagulia
(Self-Determina
tion), Ujima (Collective
Work and Responsibility),
Ujamaa (Cooperative Eco
nomics)' Nia (Purpose),
Kuumba (Creativity) and
Imani (Faith).
Kwanzaa has seven
basic and two supplemen
tary symbols. Each repre
sents traditional cultural
values and concepts in the
lives and struggles’ of
African people. The basic
symbols are: Mazao (The
Crops), Mkeka (The Place
Mat), Kinara (The Can
dleholder), Muhindi (The
Corn), Mishumaa Saba
(The Seven'Candles), Kikombe Cha Umoja (The
Unity Cup) and Zawadi
(the Gifts).
The symbolism and
concepts of these two
groups of seven principles
and symbols will all be

Rose Ford

Call Rose at 727-327-0184

Realtor

Office Manager

or contact
Mormen Realty & Development Inc.

1427 S. 22nd Street • St.Petersburg, Florida

Connecticut.

explained at the celebra
tion. The Kwanzaa cele
bration is FREE and open
to the public. There will be
hands-on art activities,
story telling, traditional
music and dances featuring
the Kuumba Dancers and
Drummers;
Festivities begin at 1
p.m., Kuumba Dancers
and Drummers perform at
2 p.m., and there will be
Storytelling at 3 p.m. The
event is FREE and open to
the public.
Also on view at the
Museum are the special
exhibitions Photography's
Multiple Roles: Art, Doc
ument, Market, Science
and I See the Rhythm:
Paintings by Michele
Wood and the Museum's
permanent exhibitions in
cluding The Classical
World.
The Tampa Museum
of Art is at 600 N. Ashley
Drive, Downtown Tampa.
For more information, call
813-274-8130.

TK1WE SEASW

Charles W. Cherry, Sr.
Vivian Harmon

out-of-pocket costs of all
Tampa Bay Medicare
health plan for services
such as emergency or ur
gent care, hospital care,
prevention care and pre
scription drugs. We are
proud WellCare was found
to the best plan for the
fourth straight year."
The award criteria
established by Health
Metrix Research Inc. were
based on 2003 cost-sharing
comparisons conducted in
each of 42 major national
markets. HealthMetrix Re
search Inc. delivers inder
pendent information to a
national audience of man
aged care organizations,
healthcare providers, pur
chasers, and consumers.
WellCare is a family of
companies that works in
partnership with healthcare
professionals to deliver
quality, affordable health
care. Originally estab
lished in 1986, tlie Well
Care family of companies
employs some 1,200 peo
ple serving more than
450,000 members in Con
necticut, Florida and New
York, including more than'
40,000 Medicare+Choice
members in Florida and
New York. WellCare’s net
work of physicians and
hospitals has been selected
using high quality- stan
dards and stringent, creden
tialing requirements. Well
Care Health Plan has head
quarters in Tampa and
officfes in New York: arid

• Custom Part, Trays
Shrimp Cooked ‘Your
MID PENINUILA 8AF00D • Way’
ky-the-pound

MARKET » RHTAURANT
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327- 8309
328- 8309

$14.99 Large
• 8 Varieties Fresh Fish

Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ... Gone Fishin'
WHERE THE LOCALS BUY

JSSSSSSSu

Every Day!

FOR OVER 21 YEARS
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ally anthropomorphic, in
human form, white and

OPINION

Pre-Thanksgiving Day Luncheon

For Your
Reading
Pleasure

male), a holy book/bible or
Scripture,

a

church

or

other place of worship,
permanent staff to admin
ister worship ahd provide

Syndicated
d&l
feature column

daily service, and contributions/collections. Many

by Fenn Ellery
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www.photoeraphv-

utilize symbols and im

by Valder Beebe

by-iames.cdm

ages. A few require celiba

Who Needs Religion?
This is an important
question, but is it always
answered well? Clearly,
it’s a touchy subject, espe
cially to people who are
very religious minded. So
I’ll attempt to tread lightly,
being sensitive to commu
nities that are driven by
their religious leaders.
Let's first take a look at
why it is a question. Chil
dren are born without
either a need for religion or
a knowledge of what it is,
and its relevance and im
portance.
Their parents either
have a strong position
about the value of religion,
or no belief in its value, or
any shade or degree in
between. Kids may devel
op a resistance to religion
either from being required
to attend Sunday School which isn't always under
standable or fun - or from
prodding to stay awake
during sermons.
I’m sure you know of
young people who may
also be "turned off" by
what they perceive as hy
pocrisy, and adults who
tend to forget about the
content of sermons as soon
as they/we get outside the
church door. Then there
are those, that have an ob
vious disregard for morali
ty - See the recent string of ’
scandals involving top cor
porate heads, priests, etc. and
forgetting
about
church and morality "the
other six days of the
week."
So, who needs religion
is more than a rhetorical
question. Life reality, not
debate. Does religion real
ly work and, if so, how
does it function best? For
example, in addition to
focusing on morality,
couId/should religion have
influence on reducing the
racial income gap, and the
attitudes of American rac
ism? Is racism a sin?
From the beginning of
time, intelligent life had to
deal with the reabty that
we were not in control!
Questions about the un
known arose. We could not
at first explain where life
came from, or where we
went after death. More
importantly, we couldn't
explain the sun, or the

moon, the heed for rain,
the

seasons,

harvest,

drought, etc.

cy arid subservient wpmen,

Month of Meals:
Soul Food----------
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members: Fortunately, ev
en fewer practice sexual;
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Fanita Hector, program director with participants
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dren, etc. Despite some
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Moose from pg. 1
nalists and small newspa
pers became his focus.
That could explain how he
became so loved by so
many so quickly.
Moose earned the rep
utation as a tough guy with
a short fuse while living in
Portland during the early
70s. He admitted that he is
a fan of the Portland
Skanner and its owners
until
he
came
to
Montgomery County in
late 90s. When asked about
the direction of the Black
Press, Moose did not hesi
tate to respond or hold
back.
"I am a police chief,
but I am also an AfricanAmerican. I felt I had an
obligation to make sure
that the Black Press and
small news [organizations]
had the same or similar
access to the information
in the case," said Chief
Moose, who has been oh
the job since 1999.
Moose, who is married
and has two children,
moonlights as a criminal
justice professional for a
local community college.
He holds a Ph.D, but never
demands that he be
approached as Dr. Moose
and managed to only miss
one class during the entire
ordeal. His spouse, Sandra,
taught the class for him
while he and the task force
pursued and eventually
captured the sniper sus
pects.
.Those close to him are
not surprised by his com
mitment to Black newspa
pers or to the students at
the small community col
lege. But some find the
chief’s new-found fame
unsettling. Scoop, an
online
e-zine
wrote,
■"Moose had a number of

confrontations with Whites
during his tenure [in
Portland] and was disci
plined four times while an
officer. As chief [of
Portland] he also had to
offer an apology to a White
sales clerk he had insulted.
As chief he virtually
reversed the racial profil
ing problem into-one of
profiling Whites to the
exclusion of Blacks. Some
White officers claimed
they were being discrimi
nated against." (The full
article can be viewed at
http://www.scoop.co.nz/rn
ason/stories/HL0211/S001
16.htm)
Many felt, and some
still feel, the chief’s eth
nicity as well as that of the
sniper suspects colored the
Justice Department’s deci
sion not tp allow Moose’s
county to prosecute the
sniper. But Moose has
grown used to race being a
part of the conversation
where he is concerned.
Shortly after the chief
arrived in Montgomery
County, The Gazette news
paper ran an article with
the headline: Sea of White
Faces
Greets
Chief
(http://www.gazette.net/sp
ecialfeatures/focalpoint/po
licechief/stories/greets.htm
1).
Moose
has
been
praised for his approach to
the crisis and adversity
long before the sniper
case. His ability to remain
calm, even humorous, has
been tested repeatedly,
including recently after a
tabloid newspaper ran
damning articles on him.
Instead of appearing mad,
Chief Moose often joked
about the articles and even
offered advice to those
who find themselves,.in the
Spotlight, ft''

handle it different ways,
but for me, I have several
obligations. One obliga-»
tion is certainly to the
police department, but sec
ondly I have an obligation
to the African-American
community. I feel that I
must not let this somehow
take me down a path that is
inappropriate,"" the chief
said. "Sometimes it is a
burden, but it is a burden
that I carry because I know
there were people who
maybe didn’t want me in
charge."
Moose cautioned, the
challenge is not over yet,
arid there will likely be
more difficult days ahead.
But he hopes that he set an
example of how beneficial
it is for the police and
Black Press to work more
closely. He hopes that his
example will motivate
small and minority news
organizations to reach out
to the police departments
to redefine the relation
ship.
"Eventually the celebration will subside and
we’ll go on, but the hole
will still remain for the
families who lost a loved
one. For them, it will be
just the beginning," he
said.
In the, end, he says,
everyone will benefit from
improving the dialogue
between two communities!
The sooner that can be
done, he says, the sooner
that closure ean be
brought. Moose vows that
he will continue to do his
job in the best way he
knows how. And he’ll do
whatever he can to make
sure that the relationships
he has built with minority
and small news outlets is
as strong as .ever.

Black History: Fort
Mose, The Free Black
Town on the Spanish
Frontier ---------------------CLEARWATER-Fort
Mose, the only independ
ent Black town on the
Spanish Frontier in Flor
ida, is the focus of an im
portant public address on
Saturday, December 7 at
the Pinellas County Afri
can American Heritage
Museum.
Darcie MacMahon,, a
historian from the Florida
Humanities Council who
has researched the devel
opment and evolution of

TAMPA - Alltel, in
partnership
with
the
Divine Providence Food
Bank', is collecting food to
donate to area families as
part of Alltel’s Call for
Food,’campaign!
"Having plenty of food
on the table is a luxury
most people take for grant
ed," said Wendy Zella of
Divine Providence Food
Bank. "Yet the reality is
many area families do not
have food for the holidays.
We are very grateful for
Alltel’s willingness to help
in the effort tp collect foodfor area families."
Individuals ean donate
nonperishable food at the
following Alltel retail store
locations until Dec: 16:
• 465 Brandon Town
Center Mall, Brandon
• 17900 US 19 North,
Clearwater
• 26220. US 19 North,,
Clearwater
• 2625 East Gulf to

Lake Highway, Inverness
(in the Citrus Shopping
Center)
• 429 Eagle Ridge

DAYTON ANDREWS DODGE
M-F 8:30-8:30 • Sat, 8:30 to 6:30 • Sun. 12 to 6
Family Owneil
22nd live. & U.S. 19 North
5 Star Dealer
St. Petersburg 727-321-0500
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‘96 Ford Escort S/W

$8995'

$3527

‘01 Ford Escort

#72995

$7970

‘97 Hyundai Accent

$7995

$3993

‘99 Pontiac Grand Am

$12995

$8975

‘98 Olds Achieva

$8995

$4531

‘99 Ford Taurus

$12995

$8997

‘98 Mazda Protege

$9995

$4927

‘98 Buick LeSabre

$13995

$9460

‘93 Chrysler New Yorker

$7995

$4937

‘99 Chrysler Concord

$13995

$9768

‘93 Chevy Caprice Classic S/W

$8995

$4994

‘99 Chevy Conversion Van

$14995

$9919

‘94 Chrysler LHS

$8995

$5416

‘98 Buick Regal

$12995.

$9936

‘97 Chrysler Cirrus

$9995

$5856

‘99 Buick Century Limited

$14995

$9970

‘97 Dodge Stratus

$9995

$5870

‘98 Buick LeSabre

$14995

$9984

‘95 Chevy S-10 P/U

$8995

$5918

‘02 Ford Ranger P/U

$12995

$10483

‘97 Isuzu Hombre

$8995

$5942

‘00 Ford Taurus

$14995

$10742

‘97 Ford Mustang

$11995

$5955

‘99 Chevy Astro Conversion

$14995

$10751

Nicest Trades It To
WAS

Credit Is Not A

Homeless
.from pg. 1 —————
ing battle. The Devil Rays
not only served the meals
but they also took time out
to sign autographs and take
pictures. On sight to sign
from the Devil Rays was
Dewon Brazelton who said
that "the homeless are not
treated the way they
should be treated; they are
human beings like all of
us" as well as Lance
Carter, another Devil Rays
player, who was there to
lend a hand and sigh auto
graphs. Rick Vaughn, VP
of Public Relations said
that "Thanksgiving and
other holidays are very
special." Mr. Vaughn, also
mentioned that the people
that come here every year
to eat are very apprecia-

IS

Drive, Lake Wales
• 3406 South Florida
Ave., Lakeland
• 3800 Highway 98
North, Lakeland (in Lake
land Square Mall)
• 10500 Ulmerton
Road, Largo
• 310 East Lake Road,
Palm Harbor (in Shoppes
at Boot Ranch)
• 10085 US 19 North,
Port Richey
• 11230 Park Blvd.,
Seminole
• 3993 Tyrone Blvd.,
St. Petersburg
• 6712 Memorial
Highway, Tampa
•351 Cypress Garden
Blvd., Winter Haven
• 2444 Brandon Blvd.,
Brandon
• 2309 Thonotosassa
Road, Plant City
• 8203 N. Dale Mabry
Highway, Tampa
* 2781 ELEowler, Tampa
? *17515 Preserve Walk

Was

IS

$5973

‘98 Pontiac Transporter

$14995

$10936

‘98 Dodge Neon

$8995

$5980

‘99 Dodge Conv. Van

$16995

$10954

‘94 Merc. Grand Marquis

$8995

$5985

‘01 Dodge Intrepid

$15995

$10996

‘97 Nissan Xtra Cab P/U

$10995

$5997

‘99 Dodge Ram Conversion Van

$18995

$12998

ST. PETERSBURG The Depression and Bi
polar Support Alliance
(DBSA). recently , released
a public service announce- "

Lane’Tampa

ment (PSA) featuring U.S.
Surgeon General Richard
Carmona. In the segment,
the nation’s top doctor
explains that mood disor
ders are real and highly
treatable illnesses.
"Clinical depression is
more than a case of the
blues; and bipolar disorder
is not a character flaw," Dr.
Carmona says. "These are
very real illnesses that
affect more than,23 million
Americans each year."
"The good news is that
they are highly treatable,"

• 130 South Westshore
Blvd., Tampa (in Town
Square; shopping center)
• 15415 N. Dale
Mabry Highway, Tampa
(in Dibbs Plaza)
"Answering Alltel’s
Call for Food is a simple
way to put the warmth
back in the holiday season
for area families," said
Mitch Bernatsky, vice
president arid general man
ager of. Alltel’s greater
Tampa Bay market area:
"We hope everyone will
.take a few minutes to stop
by their nearest Alltel retail
store tp donate a few cans
of nonperishable food:"
Alltel, with more than
12 million communica
tions customers and more
than $7.7 billion in annual
revenues^ is a leader in the
communications arid infor
mation services industries.

Dr. Carmona continues:
"The bad news is that more
than half of thepeople who
could be helped dori’^eyeri
seek treatrrienC 3 ®
The PSA refers view
ers to DBSA, which has a
toll-free number (800-8263632), an informational
website (mooddisorders.
org). extensive printed
materials about mood dis
orders and a network of
more than 1,000 support
groups across the country.
DBSA President Lydia
Lewis, praised Carmona
for participating in the
PSA.
"The Surgeon General
is one of the most respect
ed and trusted people in

public health," Lewis said
"More than one in 10..
Americans are coping with,:
these illnesses. Dr. Car/<'
mona’s participation in this '

PSA will help more people
realize there is help avail
able for themselves or their
loved ones."
Lewis said the PSA’s
message is particularly
appropriate during the hec
tic and-often stressful holi
day season, Which can beparticularly difficult fpr
many people with mood
disorders.
The PSA can be
viewed on line at the web-’
site: http://www.psapreview.com/dbsa/.

A great opportunity for. your church to reach the African-American community with a Season’s
Greeting, or if you have a business - promote your product or service;. Call
Today - 727-896-2922. There’s a rate for every budget!
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‘99 Chrysler Sebring Convertible
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‘00 Chevy Cavalier
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‘00 Dodge Durango
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Carla's Hair Affair

‘98 Chevy Monte Carlo
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‘00 Ford F150 Quad
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$15681

321-6802

$9995

$6974

‘01 Dodge Ram Conversion Van
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$17904

‘99 Plymouth Neon
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$7474

‘01 Ford Ext. Pick-up
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$18929

‘99 Plymouth Breeze

$10995

$7961

‘99 Dodge 2500 Quad, Diesel
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‘01 Plymouth Neon

$11995

$7967

‘01 Dodge 2500 Quad Diesel

$29995

J

to fill the hunger of over
400.

On November 24, 1868, Scott Joplin, the King of Ragtime, was born
on this day in Texarkana, Texas. A skilled pianist and composer, Joplin
started a 20-year ragtime craze with the release of .his composition
"Maple Leaf Rag" in 1897, during the Gay Nineties. Ragtime scored
piano music at the time was considered Negro tavern and brothel
music. Its tinny sound was the source of the name Tin Pan Alley, the
center of ragtime in New York Gity. The lack of recognition of rag
time as a serious African-American musical art form plagued Joplin
throughout his life. He died in an asylum in New York City on April
1, 1917, at the age of 49.

$9995

High Trade Allowance

tive. Despite expecting
250, the D-Rays Were able

Surgeon General Hosts PSA.
Oh Depression, Bipolar
Disorder-----------------------------------

‘97 Dodge Intrepid

‘95 Dodge Conversion Van

D-Rays Pitcher Dewon Brazelton took the oppor
tunity to sign autographs for many of those par
taking of the holiday meal

The Weekly Challenger’s Annual Holiday Special Section

$11995

‘99 Mercury Tracer

Volunteers from the D-Rays organization were on hand to serve a hot meal
to the homeless

Alltel’s Call For Food
Seeking Donations
For Area Families —

"Different .people will

The Weekly Challenger thanks Republic Bank for their con
tribution, benefiting students at Melrose Elementary.

Fort Mose and its people,
will be the featured speak
er during the 1 p.m. pro
gram at the museum, 1101
N. Marshall St.
The program is free
and open to the public.
It is sponsored by the
Museum with support
from the Florida humani
ties Council.
For more information,
call Sandra Rooks at 727532-1698.
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And now it’s that time of
the week again when we
share newsy tidbits with
you about past happen
ings and future ones.
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The extra basket was
given to

Banquet
from pg. l
Dash according to Elder
Martin Rainey and others
who felt that Lolita
brought it all together,
working feverishly to
make the evening a suc
cess.
Cathy Burgess who’s
house was one of the Front
Porch projects, received a

Fannie Howard
new roof on her house and

Front Porch program."
Cathy also mentioned that
the program will soon
remodel the exterior as
well as the interior of her
home. Governor Jeb Bush
established the Front Porch
Florida Initiative as a
grassroots, bottom-up ap
proach to community revi
talization.

Elder Martin Rainey
said that "I owe it all to the

CARPET • WOOD • TILE
SALE
SALE
!

The Weekly
Challenger thanks
Badcock Furniture,
the Verizon
Foundation, and
the Tampa Bay DRays for their con
tributions benefit
ing students at
John Hopkins
Middle, Gibbs
High, Boca Ciega
High; St.
Petersburg High,
and Academy Prep.

SALE

CERAMIC TILE
Wood
from
Z O C
Flooring

COMMERCIAL
HUNDREDS
of Carpet Remnants , ‘3 4’
to Choose Fromtf J rom «* SQ yo.

HEAVY TEXTURE
whole house carpet
$ JT ACh
up t0 60 sq.Yds-

OZSQ.FT.

and
Laminates
HARTCO WOOD
DESIGNER
BERBERS 99
in
99
Stock
SQ. YD.
■
SQ.FT.

from $4

Installed w/Pad

FINANCING AVAILABLE W.A.C.
visit us at www.cptstore.weardated.net

ST. PETERSBURG
SW CORNER 22ND AVE, & 28TH ST. NORTH
727-321-9590

Kpsh n'Karry
Its. the
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TV
that makes

It sizzle

At Kash ri Karry, we know
it's the quality and flavor
that really matters when
you buy meat. That's why
we go out of our way to
bring you the highest
quality meats in the country.

>

another needy

family.''1

COLORADO
VISITORS
My nephew, Keith
Howard, and family visit
ed our families - his moth
er and stepfather, Ardis
and Therman Wortham of
Pinellas Point Dr. S., the
Howards of Newton Ave.
S., 15th Ave. S., etc. Ac
companying Keith were
wife Vanessa, daughter
Kristina and son Justin;
Keith moved to Denver
Sept, of 1999. He was a
long-time member Of Mc
Cabe United Methodist
Church on 26th Ave.: S.
where Dr. Timothy Whita
ker is Resident Bishop, Dr.
Kevin M. James, Sr,, is
District Superintendent
and Rev. Dwayne J. Craig
is Pastor. Keith is presently
attending Shorter A.M.E.
in Denver.
Keith was on the pro
gram Sunday, “Worship
Through Song”. He told a
story about his life grow
ing lip singing a host of
medleys, “We Fall Down”
by Donnie McClurkin, fol
lowing with a medley
praise songs, “I Am Gorina
Trust in the Lord”, “When
I Woke Up Early this
Morning”, and “This Little
Light of Mine”. Very well
done with the church fami
lies joining in.
Pastor Craig chose for
his sermon, “A Blind
Man’s Hope”. The Litur
gical Dancers of McCabe
presented
“Worship
Through Dance” beautiful
ly and it was well done. I
take off my hat to them.
**$**

of

Our prayers go out to
McCabe’s sick arid shutins:

YOU BEEN
INJURED IN A

London Broil
Beef Top Round

• Were You Hurt?
• Need A Good Doctor Add
Someone Who Will Properly
Docudieut Your Case?
> Need A Ride To The Doctors1
> Need Your Car Fixed?
• How About Lost Wages?
- Do You Need Someone To Help
You Get The Settlemeut You
Deserve For Your Injuries?

pkg.

SPECIAL VALUES AVAILABLE THIS WEEK OHLY!

I In

II You Answered YES To Any Of These
Questions, Then You Need To
Call Me Now!
Progress©

Classics Soups

Before You Sign Up With Anyone Else My Services Are FREE
And Can Help Keep You From Making A Costly Mistake!
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Peter Pan Creamy
Peanut Butter

BUY OME: Cemra/MOt
cur UfMiq
GET ONE trusted nth,; che, GET ONE
FREE*

Prices Effective: Wednesday, December 4 - Tiiesday, December 10,2002
Wo reserve the right io timd o,earc.ifiec and correct typographicoi and photographic errors

tOW PRICES
WEEK AFTER
WEEK!
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If we go back a couple hundred years, it would have been hard to imagine today,s promise. For African-Americans, this country offered very little hope, recognition, and prosperity. However, so much of
what we have today is here because of the heroic efforts of African-Americans. This feature is dedicated to their spirit which could not be denied despite very little opportunity. Today, opportunity abounds.
Learn about their stories, learn from their determinedness, and be inspired to take advantage of opportunities. We pray the inspiration is contagious.

Alexander Miles, Inventor
bv Barry A, Me Intosh
Challenger General Manager
There probably isn’t a
building built that if it has
more than 1 floor, doesn’t
have an elevator. It’s a con
venience we have grown
accustomed to, more than
likely taken for granted.
Like most inventions, what
we see, have, and enjoy is
as a result of many creative
and ingenious men and
women throughout history.
It is hard to point to a single
person who is exclusively
responsible for any one
invention. Such is the case
for the elevator.
First we’ll describe the
crude mode of hoisting or
lifting people and cargo
that preceded the elevator,
then on to the first eleva
tors, along with a descrip
tion of how elevators work.
We’ll credit those responsi
ble for making the elevator
a necessity, which led to the
construction of tall build
ings. And of course, along
the way, we’ll disclose the
contribution

that

an

African-American made to
this modern convenience

that in many cases, we can
not do without.
Early Hoists
Rudimentary elevators,
or hoists, were in use dur
ing the Middle Ages and
can be traced back to the
third century BC. They
were operated by animal
and human power or by
water-driven mechanisms.
Stories are that lifting loads
by mechanical means have
been known since at least
236 BC, when Archimedes
made a hoist operated by
ropes
and
pulleys.
However, whether you
refer to ancient times
through the Middle Ages,
and into the 13th century, it
was man or animal power
that was the driving force
behind these devices.
Reportedly, the first
elevator was built in 1743
for King Louis XV at his
palace in France. The oneperson contraption went up
only one floor, from the
first to the second. Known
as the "Flying Chair," it
was on the outside of the
building, and was entered
by the king via his balcony.
The mechanism consisted
of a carefully balanced
arrangement of weights and
pulleys hanging inside a
chimney. Men stationed
inside the chimney then
raised or lowered the
Flying Chair at the king's
command. This obviously

Patent drawing of Elisha Otis’ elevator
safety device of 1861
was a highly manual and

motor.

limited form of lifting, or

Precise, speedis-maintainecTand controlled by a
direct current motor, allow
ing for smooth acceleration
and deceleration. New sys
tems use a static drive con
trol. The elevator controls
vary the motor's speed
based on a set of feedback
signals that indicate the
car's position in the shaft
way. Here’s how the eleva
tor knows which floor to
stop on - as the car
approaches its destination,

hoisting, but how do eleva

applied to lifting by the
year 1800. In 1846, Sir
William Armstrong intro
duced the hydraulic crane.
The first practical elevator
was developed early in the
19th century. It was a
hydraulic elevator that
operated by means of a ver
tical plunger traveling up
and down a cylinder, push
ing and lowering the car
above it. The plunger was
moved by liquid under
pressure.
By 1850 steam and
hydraulic elevators had
been introduced. In the
early 1870s hydraulic
machines began to replace
the steam-powered eleva
tor.
It was in 1852 that the
landmark event in elevator
history occurred: the inven
tion of the world's first
safety elevator by Elisha
Graves Otis.
In 1854 Otis took cen
ter stage at the Crystal
Palace Exposition in New
York, when he demonstrat

ing until Otis demonstrated
the clamping arrangement
that gripped the car's guide
rails. The first such elevator
was installed in the
Haughwout Department
Store in New York City in
1857. It was driven by
steam power to climb and
descend the building's five
stories.
In 1861, Otis followed
his demonstration with the
patenting of an "Improved
Hoisting Apparatus," patent
No. 31,128.
By the way, if you were
one of the many who
watched the movie Kate
and Leopold, forget about
what you saw about the
inventor of the elevator.
That was just a movie, and
far from reality.
Electric elevators came
into use toward the end of
the 19th century. The first
electric elevator was built
by the German inventor
Werner von Siemens in
1880.

ed the safety device. As a

electric motor in the 1880s

large audience- looked on,
the inventor ascended in
the elevator. Halfway up,
he requested to have the
hoisting rope cut. Lo and
behold, the elevator didn’t
come crashing down. Why?
Because of the key to Otis'
invention, a toothed guide
rail located on each side of
the elevator shaft that
caught the elevator car. If
the cable failed, the teeth
would engage, locking the
car in place. This simple

tial

<>♦

3

1.

A. MILES,
SLSTiTOl,
Ma 371,207,

Patented Oct. 11, 1887,

^4*

The introduction of the

greatly improved the poten
for elevator use. The
first electric passenger ele
vator was installed in the
Demarest Building in New
York in 1889.
Alexander Miles African-American
Contributor
Alexander Miles, an
African-American,
was
issued an iniportant patent
for an electric elevator
(U.S. patent 371,207) on
October 11, 1887. His

tors actually work?
How Elevators Work
Typically, in an eleva
tor, the car is raised and
lowered by six to eight
motor-driven wire ropes
that are attached to the top
of the car at one end, travel
around a pair of sheaves,
and are re-attached to a
counterweight at the other
end.
When ascending, the
counterweight adds accel
erating force and then
retards during a car’s
descent. The counterweight
is a collection of metal
weights equal to the weight
of the car if it contained
about 45% of its capacity.
For example, if the rated
load is 2000 pounds, the
counterweight
would
weigh 900 pounds. A set of
chains are looped from the
bottom of the counter
weight to the underside of
the car to help maintain
balance by offsetting the
weight of the suspension
ropes.
Guide rails run the
length of the shaft and keep
Patent drawing of Alexander Miles’ elevator innovation of 1887
the car and counterweight
safety device changed the design was an important
from swaying or twisting a switch near the landing
attitude of the public about contribution in a series of
during travel. Rollers are signals the controls to stop
being
lifted in multi-storied developments as part of the
added to provide smooth the car at floor level.
buildings,
and raised public evolution of this device that
travel along the guide rails. Additional shaftway limit
Friction of the wire switches are installed to confidence. His brakes revolutionized the move
ropes against the grooved monitor overtravel condi made skyscrapers a practi ment of people in build
cal reality.
ings. Miles’ patent fol
sheaves, cause the traction tions.
The wear and tear on lowed the invention of
which raises and lowers the
//zc Evolution of
ropes made lifting passen steam and hydraulic eleva
car. Today, the main sheave The Modern Elevator
gers a hazardous undertak tors, and the invention of
is driven by an electric
Steam power was

iSHJ ii!

Diagram of various components of an elevator
the elevator brake by Otis.
Miles’ invention was a
critical step in further
increasing public confi
dence. He closed the shaft,
which elevators travel up
and down in, above and
below the elevator. Have
you ever wondered about
the possibility of the eleva
tor car moving as you
walked across the thresh
old? Well, Miles’ invention
prevented this from hap
pening. It prevented the
elevator from moving
while loading and unload
ing passengers on the
floors.
Today’s Elevators
In 1915 automatic car
leveling was introduced,
which takes over at each
floor to guide the car to a
precisely positioned stop.
Power control of doors was
added shortly thereafter.
Then, in an attempt to min
imize the space taken by
elevator shafts, the double
deck elevator was devised

in 1932, however it was not
used significantly until
1971. At that time it was
installed in Chicago's
Time-Life Building.
The gearless traction
electric elevator was engi
neered and proven to out
last the building itself. This
ushered in the age of highrise structures, ultimately
including New York's
Empire State Building and
World
Trade
Center,
Chicago's John Hancock
Center, and Toronto's CN
Tower.
Most modem elevators
are completely automatic.
Riders now control the car
with a single push-button
panel.
Most elevators have
inner and outer doors and
will not operate unless both
sets of doors are closed,
often equipped with photo
electric devices to keep
doors from closing while
passengers are entering or
leaving. Most elevators are

HOME FURNISHING CENTERS

Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes

African Proverb

required to have alarm sys
tems and a telephone that
connects them to an outside
exchange in case of trouble.
Now when you walk in and
out of an elevator, think
about the many efforts to
make this not only a con
venience for you, but more
importantly, to make it
safe. And think about
Alexander Miles, a little
known African-American,
but one who contributed a
vital piece of the puzzle
that allows you and I to
enter and leave an elevator
without ever thinking about
its safety.
Sources: www.inventors.about.com, www.theelevatormuseum.org,
www.northstar.kl2.ak.us,
http://projects/inventors/oti
s/otis.html,
http://web.mit.edu/invent,
http://francokid.virtualave.net, www.therighttrack.com, "Otis: Giving
Rise to the Modem City,"
Ivan R. Dee
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Shane Washington - Two Sport Athlete Jerica Coley - A Tennis Dynamo
by Barry A. Me Intosh
Challenger General Manager
Shane Washington is
no ordinary junior at Boca
Ciega High School. He
played football for the
Boca Ciega Pirates, but
he’s no ordinary football
player. In fact, he’s no ordi
nary athlete. Not only did
he play varsity football, but
he is now on the varsity
basketball squad. More
importantly, Washington is
no ordinary academic stu
dent.
Washington has been
playing organized football
since he was seven years
old, and though he’s a two
sport athlete, consequently
football is his favorite
sport. He says, "I’m better
at football; it’s easier for
me." His most memorable
moment in football was
back in October when he
scored three touchdowns
against Northeast. His rea-

Shane Washington
photo by Barry A. McIntosh

son for choosing this game
as his most memorable?
Unselfishly, it was because
he felt the touchdowns
contributed to his team
winning. And they were no
ordinary touchdowns. One
was a punt return in excess
of 70 yards, ariother a 30
yard run, and a last one was
from 58 yards out.

The versatile Washing
ton played a host of posi
tions for the Pirates, punt
and kick returner, running
back, and strong safety.
As
successful
as
Washington is in sports,
parents Patricia Hampton
and David Washington are
more proud of their son’s
exploits within the class

room. He says, my parents
are "very proud of me.
Grades come first before
sports." One has to think he
feels the same way, since
his parents required him to
maintain a 2.5 gpa, but he
has easily bested that,
achieving a 3.5.
Immediate plans for
Washington is running for
1000 years next season,
and intermediate goals is
getting into a good college.
If Washington has his way,
he’ll go to the University
of Florida. Chances are, if
he continues to excel on
the field, and more impor
tantly, off the field, he may
just get his wish!

NEWS DEAD
LINE IS 4 P.M.
MONDAY

by Barry A, Me Intosh
Challenger General Manager
Jerica Coley is only 10
years old, but if there’s one
thing she’s sure about in
her young life, it’s that she
likes tennis. She’s been
playing since age six, a
product of the grass roots
program at St. Petersburg
Tennis Center located at
18th Ave. South, between
4th and 6th streets.
She’s now a 5th grade
student at Academy Prep in
St. Petersburg, and recently
started playing in local ten
nis tournaments. Though
she likes all of her coaches,
she says, "Coach Shika is
my favorite. We do a lot of
fun games when we prac
tice, and I like the exercis
es at the end,"
According to her moth
er, Cathleen P. Coley,
Jerica is ranked 42 in the
state in the 10 and under
age group. She practices

Jerica Coley
photo by Barry A. McIntosh

just about every week day
at the Tennis Center, which
is a testimony to her suc
cess, and fully supports her
exclamation, "I like tennis
a lot." Jerica has entered in
four tournaments, and beat
the competition soundly in
two of them, walking away
with the winner’s trophy!
Coley looks up to the

Williams sisters, specifical
ly Venus, when she thinks
of her favorite players, and
aspiratidns.
But after talking to her,
one gets the feeling who
she really looks up to, her
mom. The elder Coley
works as a surgical techni
cian at All Children’s
Hospital, and justifiably so,

she’s proud of her achieve
ment. Daughter Jerica is
too. She wants to be a doc
tor when she grows up.
Why? "I like helping peo
ple, because my Mom
works on people," says
Jerica.
Getting good grades in
school can help there,
right? It looks like young
Coley is thinking ahead. In
her first grading period she
was on thetDean’s List with
a 4.0 gpa, and for the most
recent marking period, she
attained a 3.8 gpa. Hence,
it is totally understandable
when she savs "I like the
teachers at Academy Prep,"
a unique private preparato
ry school in the heart of the
Midtown community.
Watch out Academy Prep!
You may be producing
your first doctor!

WE WELCOME YOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

SPORTS NEWS
Bringing the “Fun” Back into Youth Sports
“The negative behav
All over America, kids
are gearing up for another iors that have infiltrated the
season of soccer, basketball sports world today are ruin
or hockey in youth leagues ing ‘the game’,” says Bill
and
school-sponsored Stutz, founder and presi
dent of Enjoy The Game,
events.
But according to a Inc. “All too often we are
Michigan State University seeing players, coaches and
survey, of the 20 million spectators launch out-of
American kids who partici control personal attacks at
pate in organized sports, officials and even each
starting as early as age other, overshadowing the
four, about 14 million - or enjoyment and fun of the
70% - will quit before the event.”
The results of this be
age of 13. The reason stems
havior
are costly. Accord
from the increasingly nega
tive attitudes demonstrated ing to Stutz, an increasing
on the field and in the number of kids, coaches
and officials are walking
stands.
Poor sportsmanship is away from youth sports
turning sports into a joy because they no longer en
less, negative experience. joy the experience. “This
McDonald’s and Enjoy The decision can impact the
Game have teamed up to overall health of Ameri
cans, young and old, who
bring the “fun” back into
engage in fewer physical
youth sports.
Fed up with the decline activities, and also limits
in sports enjoyment, Bill the valuable life lessons
Stutz, former basketball kids learn through sports
player, coach and referee, and competition,” notes
designed a program to help Stutz.
Enjoy The Game pro
educate and promote posi
tive behaviors on and off grams have been intro
the playing field. The pro duced in over 15 states to
gram, Enjoy The Game, is more than 500,000 elemen
more than just a name, it tary, middle and high
has become a mantra which school students. Over a
players, coaches, parents four-week period, kids are
and fans have adopted as a taught simple, basic princi
reminder as to why they are ples through role-playing
exercises and educational
involved in sports.

activities.
McDonald’s, Ameri
ca’s fast food industry lea
der and long-time support
er of youth sports, is spon
soring the school program
in over 50 schools in the
Denver area. After success
fully completing the pro
gram and/or being caught
demonstrating one of the
good sportsmanship princi
ples they learned, kids are
rewarded with free meal
coupons from McDonald’s.
“McDonald’s believes
in the positive benefits
sports participation teach
es,” says John Lewicki, di
rector of U.S. Marketing
for McDonald’s. “By rein
forcing these behavio/s
with special rewards, kids
will continue to learn criti
cal life lessons and skills”
Enjoy The Game pomotes four key princildes
in the youth education pro
gram:
1) Respect teamntites
and peers.
• Everyone makesnustakes and no one likes be
ing yelled at when they
make a mistake.
• Make all corfnents
positive, upbeat ari en
couraging.
• Help someoie out
when they are havug a bad
day.

1 Remember T.E.A.M.
- Treat Everyone As My
self;
/2) Respect all your
coaches (someone who
helps you learn).
I • You have all kinds of
coaches (i.e., athletic, aca
demic and recreational). .
• Learn from their
experience.
• They care about you,
that is why they are teach
ing you.
• Trust them or find the
appropriate time to discuss
issues.
3) Respect the officials
and the rules.
• Rules are in place for
a reason, follow them all
the time.
• Play fair. You didn’t
really win if you cheated.
• Someone has to
enforce the rules. Respect
the officials and the deci
sions that they make.
4) Remember, do the
right thing.
• Respect yourself
enough to make the proper
decisions when dealing
with others that are in your
life.
• When you give re
spect, you will get respect
in return.
For more information,
please visit www.enjoy
thegame.com.

SPC Basketball
Borders .500 - Both
Play Tonight
ST. PETERSBURG St. Petersburg College’s
Thanksgiving Shootout
spelled a win and a loss for
the men’s basketball team,
which evened its record at
5-5.
The Titans came back
strong from a one-point
deficit at halftime Friday
night to crush Brevard
Community College 7959. Next day against
Seminole CC, they again
had a weak first half and
were down 41-30 at inter
mission. They threatened
to pull a repeat comeback
but fell just short, losing
67-66.
Sophomore guard Carl
Jenkins was SPC’s high
scorer in both games with
17 points Friday and 18
Saturday.
Coach Earnest Crumb
ley’s team was hampered
by the absence of star
sophomore forward Terr
ance Taylor and freshman
forward Billy Leath, who
were shaken up but not
seriously hurt in a traffic
accident at midweek.
Crumbley said he expects
to have a full contingent
when the Titans take on
Miami-Dade CC tonight

(Thu., Dec. 5) at 7:30 p.m.
in the St. Petersburg/Gibbs
Campus gym. It will be
their final home game until
after Christmas.
The SPC women’s
team, coached by William
"Hammer" Smith, fell to 46 with 68-57 home loss
last week to Santa Fe CC.
The score was tied at 30 at
halftime, but Santa Fe
pulled away early in the
second period and never
relinquished the lead.
Forward Tiffany Jones was
SPC’s high scorer with 13
points.
The Lady Titans play
ed again Tuesday, on the
road
against
Central
Florida CC.
They will also be at
home today (Thu,, Dec. 5),
hosting Clearwater Chris
tian College in a 5:00 p.m.
game in the SP/G Campus
gym. They’ll have one
more home game - Friday,
Dec. 13, at 6:00 p.m. before heading home for
the holidays.
The campus is at Fifth
Avenue N and 66th Street.
All games are free.
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Need A DEPENDABLE CAB?
Need An AFFOBDABLE CAB?
Most Cars

Undgr£20g0

WE FINANCE
SKYWAY MOTORS, INC.

CALLUS

1540 34th Street South
I 322-83410

TODAY!

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

Hires
Hairstyling
3427 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

Did you ever meet the slain
civil rights leader Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., or any other
national civil rights leader?
Was it a brief conversation? A
chance meeting?

If you’ve

had any kind of communica
tion with national civil rights
leaders, especially with Dr.
King or those who associated
with him,
The Weekly Challenger
would like to hear your story.
Please call 727-822-8996. *
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STATE NEWS
Gov. Bush Invites Florida
Students to Participate
in Annual Black History
Month Essay Contest —

Holidays Present Opportunities
for Seasonal Workers---------------TALLAHASSEE - In
an economy that has seen
many workers lose their
full-time jobs, others look
forward to the holidays and
the temporary seasonal
work that they bring.
For those workers who
out of preference or neces
sity perform seasonal
work, the holidays offer
many opportunities to tai
lor a job to their schedule
requirements. Students,
especially, find that this
time of year is ideal for
putting away a little extra
spending money. Other
workers, find that seasonal
jobs give them a chance to
sharpen their workplace
skills and get a foot in the
door of a business that
might consider them for
full-time employment later.
"The holiday season is
a win-win situation for em
ployers and employees
alike," said Agency for
Workforce Innovation di
rector Susan Pareigis.
"Holiday season employ
ment is a great way for
many Floridians to save for
special needs. This is also a
good time for retired Flor

idians to cushion their nest
eggs without having the
demands of year-round
jobs. In light of recent,
news about improvements
in the retail sector, we
expect that many thou
sands of Floridians will
find seasonal employment
this holiday season."
For those workers who
seek seasonal jobs, Flori
da’s Agency for Workforce
Innovation (AWI) offers
the following reminders:
• Temporary employ
ees are subject to the same
laws as regular full-time or
part-time employees. Even
though there may be an
agreed-upon ending date to
their employment, tempo
rary staff members are not
contract labor unless speci
fied as such in an employ
ment agreement.
• For students seeking
jobs during the holidays,
child labor laws apply to
teen-agers 17 years of age
and under. The laws are
most restrictive for yqung
people age 15 and under.
The minimum employment
age is 14. During the
school year, no one under

16 can work for more than
three hours in any one day
when school is scheduled
the following day or more
than 15 hours a week. They
cannot perform hazardous
work, and the only powerdriven machinery they may
operate is office equip
ment.
When school is not in
session, these young em
ployees cannot work more
than eight hours in one day
or more than 40 hours in
one week. That work must
be scheduled between 7
a.m. and 9 p.m.
For complete details of
Florida’s child labor laws,
employees should refer, to
Chapter 450, Florida Sta
tutes. '
• Federal wage and
hour laws require that both
temporary and regular em
ployees receive their
wages in full and in a time
ly manner. Current mini
mum wage laws apply to
that pay. As with any
employee, employers can
not withhold any amount
of a paycheck without prior
authorization.

TALLAHASSEE
Governor Jeb Bush recent
ly invited Florida K-12 stu
dents'to participate in the
Governor's annual Black
History Month "Remem
bering the Past, Celebrat
ing the Future" essay con
test. Students.' essays must
be written oh the topic,
"How Florida's AfricanAmerican Leaders Or
Groups Dining the Civil
Rights Era, 1948-1969,
Impacted My Life."
"It is important that
Florida's children are edu
cated about the history of
all Floridians, especially
the achievements of Afri
can-Americans," Governor
Bush said. "This is an ex
cellent opportunity to edu
cate .Florida's students
about African-American,
contributions to Florida,
showcase their creativity
and reward them for thentalent.
The contest is open to
all of Florida's K-12 stu
dents. A panel of educa
tors, community and busi
ness leaders from around
the state will serve as
judges and select the win
ning essays. One winner
will be selected from each
of the three grade-level
categories,
elementary
.(grades K-5), middle
(grades 6-8) and high
school (grades 9-12). Win
ners will receive a.:trip to
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Bachelor's degrees
SPC offers bachelor's degees
fit Education, Nursing and '
Technology Management.
SPC also offers:
• Associate in Arts degree
• Associate in Science degree!
• Certificate programs
So, whether you're looking for I
new career or updating job skill
SPC has more options for you.

Enroll now!
Classes start Jan. 13
>(727) 341-4SPC
www.spcollege.edu_______

St. Petersburg College

Tallahassee( to attend the,

annual Black History
Month Reception at the
Governor's Mansion and a
full 4-year tuition scholar
ship to a state college or
university of their choice,
provided by the Florida
Prepaid College Founda
tion.
Guidelines are as fol
lows: •
• Entries must be emailed to blackhistory
essay@myflorida.com, or
mailed to the Governor's
Mentoring Office, 906 the
'Capitol, Tallahassee, FL,
32399, by 5:00p.m. on
Wednesday, January 8,
2003.
• Each student may en
ter one essay.no longer
than 500 words in length;
• Essays submitted
. must include contestant's
name, home address, tele
phone number, school the

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordain,ed Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife dr sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone? even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good' man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581

student attends, grade level
and .title of the essay.
Partners for this year's
essay contest include the
Florida Black Caucus and
the Mary Brogan Museum
of Arts and Science.
Sponsors of the essay con
test include the Florida
Lottery and Apple Com
puters.
"Education is the key
to achieving the American
Dream," Black Caucus
Vice Chair Rep. Ed Jen
nings 'said. "Our connec
tion to our history is im
portant to the next genera
tion of Florida's AfricanAmerican youth. We stand
on the shoulders of those
who have come before, us.
Their efforts blazed the
trail for us to serve today. It
is my hope that the young
men and women who enter
this contest will find this
trail and follow it to create,
their place in history,"
Those interested in
participating in the essay
contest, or who want a
complete , copy of the con
test rules should visit the
Governor's Mentoring Init
iative website at www.flamentoring.org or call (85.0)
413-6911 for more infor
mation. •

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 P.M. MONDAY

World AIDS Day 2002 Marked
Across the State----------- ---------TALLAHASSEE
Since 1988, December lst
.has marked the global
world calendar as "World
AIDS Day." Each year, a
theme is selected by UN
AIDS (the Joint United Na
tions Program on HIV/AIDS). The theme UN
AIDS selected this year is
"Stigma and Discrimina
tion: AIDS Does Not Dis
criminate, People Do!"
This year, different events
took place across the state
to mark the day, including
candlelight vigils, commu
nity education sessions in
the parks and seminars in
other community settings.
"World AIDS Day is a
time to refocus the state's
attention on HIV/AIDS.
It's imperative that we con
tinue to reduce new infec
tions and increase the num
ber of Floridians who
know their HIV status,"
said Florida Department of
Health Secretary John G.
Agwunobi, M.D., M.B .A.
"The Department of Health
is committed tb .finding
ways to address this dis
ease, including reaching
out on a local, grassroots
level,"
Every day, 32 people
in Florida are diagnosed
with AIDS or HIV infec
tion, with a total of 89,380
cases reported in the state
through September 2002.
Although blacks comprise
only 14 percent of Florida's
population, they account
for 47 percent of the state's
cumulative AIDS cases.

Agwunobi said the De
partment of Health is mak
ing efforts to address such
racial disparities in health
outcomes through commu
nity-based, culturally-sensitive approaches. These
efforts include working
with minority, communitybased organizations to
implement culturally-sensitive HIV prevention and
treatment programs; facili
tating efforts of black cler
gy and their congregations
to mobilize risk-reduction
education and supportive
attitudes from within the
community; and continu
ing to work with legislative
ahd other community lead
ers to assure enhanced
resources in areas of great
est unmet need.
Florida
HTV/AIDS
facts include:
• Through September
2002, a total of 89,380
cases of AIDS have been
reported in Florida, includ
ing 1,480 among children
less than 13 years of age.
Of these, 54% are known
to have died;
• Florida is third
among the states in cumu
lative AIDS cases and sec
ond in pediatric AIDS
cases;
• Through September
2002, 27,205 cases of HIV
infection (not AIDS) have
been reported (HIV report
ing in Florida was imple
mented in July 1997);
Every day, 32 people
in Florida are diagnosed
with AIDS or HIV infec

tion;
• Women are one of the
fastest growing groups
among people diagnosed
with AIDS, accounting for
23% of newly reported
cases in Florida cumulative
through September 2002.
In 1990, women comprised
17% of the reported AIDS
cases;
• Women accounted for
37% of HIV cases reported
through September 2002;
• Of the cumulative
number of AIDS cases,
blacks and Hispanics ac
counted for 62% of the
AIDS cases. Blacks com
prise 14% of Florida's pop
ulation, .but 47% of the
total AIDS cases and 58%
of the HIV cases;
• Approximately 1 in
168 Floridians are HIVinfected: 1 in 346 whites, 1
in 46 blacks and 1 in 176
Hispanics. An estimated
95,000 Floridians are cur
rently living with HIV
infection;
•Three-fourths, of HIVinfected people are thought
to be aware of their infec
tion;
• In Florida, an esti
mated 4,000 people each
year become newly infect
ed with HIV; and
• HIV/AIDS is the
fourth leading- cause Of
death among 25-44 year
olds in Florida, and the
leading cause of death
among black males and
females in this age group.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Treach Stars In “Empire”: The Rapper
Excels In Both Acting And Music-------With hip-hop classic
such as "O.P.P." and "HipHop Hooray" under his
belt, multi-platinum-selling Naughty by Natures'
front man Treach has
emerged as one of Holly
wood's favorite actors. In
his latest offering, Treach
plays Chedda in Empire, a
crime drama from Arenas
Entertainment/Universal
Pictures opening nation
wide on this Friday,
December 6th.
Empire stars award
winning actor-writer-co
median John Leguizamo as
Victor Rosa, a young and
infamous Puerto Rican
drug dealer who built anempire on the streets of the
South Bronx. On Wall
Street it's a whole other
world, defined by power
and privilege. These two
worlds collide when Victor
partners with a powerful

Treach
Wall Street investment
banker, played by Peter
Sargaard, only to discover
that the price he must pay
for his new lifestyle is
much more than he bar
gained for.
Treach's
character
Chedda is the lone, but
equal black member of
Victor Rosa's close knit
crew. Chedda is very loyal
to the crew and tends to be
the glue that tries to hold
them together when the
going gets rough. Rosa's
crew has a strong hold in a
good portion of the Bronx

with his patented narcotic
called "Empire."
Still a fixture in the
world of hip-hop, Treach
has successfully moved
into acting in film and televison, aS well. His film
debut began with the criti
cally acclaimed urban dra
ma Juice with Tupac Sha
kur and Omar Epps in
1992. Other film credits in
clude Jason's Lyric, Who's
the Man, Boricua's Blood,
Love and a Bullet, Book of
Love and Face, which pre
miered at the 2002 Sun
dance Film Festival. Most
recently, he took a role op
posite Omar Epps, Dana
Delany and Charles Dutton
in the Showtime drama
Conviction. He has also
had a recurring role on
Showtime's Soul Food, and
can be seen later this year
on NBC's Third Watch.
Additionally, writer-direc-

tor Tom Fontana of HBO's
Oz wrote a specific role for
Treach as a first time felon
on the show, which has
now led to a lead role in
HBO's Baseball Wives, a
new series by the creators
of Oz.
While music remains
Treach's first love, acting
excites him. He explains,
"With acting I have to get
out of my body and not be
Treach. I have to be some
one else and it's cool to
make that transition."
However, he insists acting
definitely takes a backseat
to his music. He marks his
10th anniversary in hiphop with Naughty by
Nature latest CD, iicons, in
stores now. Treach makes
it appear effortless, as he
moves back ahd forth
between music and acting.

The Old Ship Of Zion Still Speaks
MONTGOMERY-In
ternationally known organ
ist,
Carver Taliaferro
Green, Arietha Lockhart,
Soprano, and songwriter,
arranger, and producer
James Cockerham provid
ed music for a Sunday Ev
ening Vespers at Old Ship
A.M.E. Zion Church.
Traveling down Hol
combe Street you see old
southern mansions lining
the street on the way to the
church. The church is a red
brick two-steeple building
with tall white columns.
Climbing the steps to the
church, you know behind
the doors someone will
greet you with a welcom
ing smile, just as someone
with a smile has been
greeting newcomers to the
church for the past 150
years.
Upon entering the
sanctuary of Old Ship
A.M.E. Zion Church your
eyes are immediately
drawn to the sixteen mag
nificent golden organ
pipes, the stained glass
windows, the curved ma
hogany wooden beams,
and the capped ornate pil
lars. The walls speak to
you, if you listen. They
speak of the rich history of
Old Ship A.M.E. Zion
Church, the first church
built in Montgomery. They
speak of the American
African descendants who
stood and continue to stand
within the hallowed walls
of this historic landmark.
They speak of the first
African American schools,
colleges, and businesses
that began at Old Ship.
"The decision to move
Alabama State University
to Montgomery was made
right here, within these
walls" said Dr. Joe A. Lee,
President of Alabama State
University as he brought
greetings to the congrega
tion. The walls speak and
tell you it does not matter
whether you are a great
orator, doctor, lawyer, the
ologian, teacher, chemist,
maid, butler, black, brown
or white, all become one
Christian family at Old
Ship A.M.E. Zion Church
where Rev. Kathy Thomas
McFadden is pastor, and all

are welcome.
Carver
Taliaferro
Green, a native of Mont
gomery, Alabama who now
resides in Baltimore, Mary
land is ready to begin the
Vespers. He performed
Versetts Nos. 1 and 4 by
Lloyd Weber, Soliloquy by
Alec Rowley, and Toccata
from "Suite Gothique" by
Leon Boellman. One of the
highlights of his perform
ance was a medley of
"Jesus LoveaLM^i" and We
Are Our Heavenly Father’s
Children that he played in
honor and memory of his
mother and father, Leon
William and Lucile Oliver
Green.
Old Ship has a rjch his
tory of being first for many
historical events. It is once
more first. Arietha Lock
hart, a native of Brewton,
who now resides in At
lanta, after hearing a pre
view of, Morning Medi
tation, decided she would
like to do a concert featur
ing the soon to be released
Christian instrumental CD
written, arranged, and pro
duced by James Cocker
ham. This is the first time
Morning Meditation was
heard in a public worship
service with a vocal inter
pretation.
Lockhart took Cocker
ham’s vision to another
level when she sang seven

of the Morning Meditation Alabama Symphony Orc
selections during Sunday hestra, the Atlanta Bach
Vespers. She began her Choir, the Augusta Choral
performance with "Let All Society, the American In
Mortal Flesh Keep Si stitute of Musical Studies
lence" " from the CD "No Festival Orchestra in Graz,
body Like Jesus" by James Austria, and the Aspen
Cockerham and BASIC. Opera Theatre. Lockhart’s
This song was recorded largest audience however,
when she had just returned never saw her, for it was
from Graz, Austria where she who provided the
she won a vocal competi haunting ethereal voice of
tion. Other songs included: the battered white butterfly
"Sweet Hour of Prayer," in the worldwide broadcast
"Blessed Assignee," "Just
ot the 1996 Olympic
As I Am," "I Surrender Games OpeningCeremony
All," "Give Me a Clean in Atlanta.
Heart/' and "Hear Our
The concert ended with
Prayer, Oh Lord."
the congregation praying
Arietha Lockhart is the silently while listening to
daughter of the late George the song "Morning Medita
H. (Prof) Lockhart who tion" from the CD with the
was coach at Alabama same title.
State University for fortyMorning Meditation, a
two years and Ruth H. 10-song Christian instru
Lockhart who attended the mental CD of quiet, sooth
concert. Robert Shaw said ing music/ is the culmina
of Lockhart, "Arietha is a tion of nearly two years of
young artist of taste and work, by James Cocker
intelligence with a very ham. Music lovers will find
beautiful voice." Many not only piano solos on
who attended the 150th "Tale Me Back" and
Anniversary Celebration "There's Something about
Vespers commented of the thafName," but also piano,
warmth, clarity, and beauty bass, guitar, drums, strings
and horns that Cockerham
of her voice. ‘
Lockhart has appeared oithestrated on old favor
as soloist with the Atlanta ites like "Be Grateful," "I
Symphony
Orchestra Surrender All," "Give Me a
Chamber
Chorus
in Clean Heart" and Hear Our
Carnegie Hall, the Robert Prayer, Oh Lord."
Shaw Chambers Singers
and Festival Singers, the

I

Hurston Festival ‘03 Celebrates 50
Years of Black Theatre---------------------EATONVILLE, FL - visual arts and folk arts.
The Association to Pre
Douglas Turner Ward
serve the Eatonville Com and Robert Hooks, foun
munity, Inc. (P.E.C.) will ders pf the legendary Ne
host the Mth Annual Zora gro Ensemble Company,
Neale Hurston Festival of will kick off Hurston ‘03
the Arts and Humanities with “In Conversation”
(Hurston Festival ‘03) Jan Thursday, January 23rd.
uary 23rd-26th, 2003, in
On Friday, January
historic Eatonville, FL. 24th, Lloyd Richards,
The theme for Hurston Dean Emeritus of the Yale
Robert Hooks
Festival ‘03 is “On Stage: School of Drama, will key
Celebrating 50 Years of note the Opening Plenary ticipants, along with soul
Black Theatre”.
and Woodie King, Jr., balladeer Jeffrey Osborne,
An incomparable line founder and producing di who will headline the con
up of guest artists are set to rector of the New Federal cert performance at the
participate in this award Theatre and National Saturday Street Festival of
winning four-day event ,Black Touring Circuit, the Arts of Hurston ‘03 on
that features a diverse mix will present “The Nuts and January 25th, will attract
ture of world-class arts and Bolts of Producing Com thousands of festival goers
humanities programming, munity Theatre” at the representing demographics
which includes public for Public Forum.
of all kinds.
ums, music, dance, drama,
These outstanding parFestival sponsors in-

elude Darden Restaurants
Foundation, United Arts of
Central Florida, Florida
Department of State: Divi
sion of Cultural Affairs and
the Florida Arts Council,
Orange County Public
Schools, The Orlando Sen
tinel, Star 94.5-FM, HarperCollins, Bank of Amer
ica, Audubon of Florida,
SunTrust, University of
Central Florida, LYNX, 9
Family Connection, AM
580/WDBO and Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, Inc.
For registration and
ticket information, call
(407) 647-3307 or visitwww.zoranealehurstonfestival.org.

2500-Member "Super-Band" Set To
Record, Join Forces In Atlanta For
"Drumline** Soundtrack-----------------Legendary Music Producer, Dallas Austin, Conducts
ATLANTA -As the 20th
Century Fox feature film
"Drumline" prepares for
release, a 2500-member
"Super-Band" comprised
of band members from
twelve Atlanta schools will
set a record by joining to
gether. The "Super-Band"
will meet at the Atlanta
Civic Center on December
5 to perform the song
"Been Away," from the
"Drumline" motion picture
soundtrack. Famed music
producer

Dallas

palace, especially for the
event. Expected to attend
from the film are stars Nick
Cannon, Zoe Saldana and
Orlando Jones, director
Charles Stone III, producer
Wendy Finerman, and
executive producer/executive music producer Dallas
Austin.
Atlanta's mayor, The
Honorable Shirley Frank
lin, is expected to lead a
host of local dignitaries and

VIPs, plus students from
Morris Brown College and
Clark Atlanta University,
many of whom appeared in
the film as extras.
"Drumline" is set against the high-energy,
high-stakes world of show
style marching bands —
where halftime is game
time. The bands' sounds are
rousing and rhythmic, ex
hilarating and entertaining,
flamboyant and funky. As

the bands pulsate and pa
rade onto the gridiron, they
are, for many, the real at
traction of the game.
"Drumline" centers on a
talented drummer who en
rolls in a Southern univer
sity, expecting to lead its
marching band's "Drum
line" to victory. He initially
flounders in his new world
before realizing that it
takes.more than talent to
reach the top.

Austin,

whose life story ’ inspired
the film, will conduct the
one-of-a-kind
musical
mega-ensemble.
The event is part of the
gala world premiere of
"Drumline" - including the
glittery accoutrements as
sociated with a motion pic
ture unveiling, such as the
film's stars, VIPs, red car
pet, and klieg lights -which sees the movie and
its makers returning to the
city it was filmed.
Twentieth Century Fox
and the City of Atlanta
have turned the Civic Cen
ter into a 4,600 seat movie
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Advent Season of
Foment at New
Philadelphia

Greater Mt. Zion
Union Foreign
Galilee Missionary
A.M.E. Church-------------- Baptist Church------------ Missionary Baptist
“Now, the Lord said unto
Association
Abram, ‘Get thee out of thy

The season of Advent
comes to remind Christians
everywhere of God’s radical
intervention into human his
tory through the birth of
Christ. The Messiah's birth
again is a time for serious
reflection on the “counter-cul
ture” nature of the Christian

country, andfrom thy kindred,
and from thy father’s house
unto a land that I will shew
thee.

church. Jesus Christ was
counter-culture to the prevail
ing thought of His day.
Advent at New Philadel
phia is a time to foment a
Christ-like response to the
culture’s present attitudes
towards LOVE of money,
popularity, power, and posi
tion. This season enables New
Philadelphia to inwardly pre

pare a spirit of foment to
counteract the cultural claims
of a nation built upon a Godly
foundation.
The church’s CDC will
shape an initial response con
sistent with counter-culture
teachings of Jesus Christ.
This spiritual-physical entity
of church family will launch
its first community venture
during month of December.
The coming year wil, witness
the radical and spiritual
foment of New Philadelphia

On Sunday, Pastor Pitt
man proclaimed the preached
Word from Genesis 12 on the
message, “How Far Can You
See?” She stated that God
sees and He knows all about
what we do. We must be will
ing to trust God and He will
show us the way. The earth is
not ours. We must do and be
like the Lord wants us to be.
God is going to win with or

which is being shaped during
this season of Advent and will
express itself in large measure
through the CDC.

without us!
Pastor Williams, officers
and the entire Mt. Zion
A.M.E. Church family invites
you to worship with us on this
second Sunday in December
at our 7:30 and 11 a.m. wor
ship services. Church School
begins at 9:30 a.m. The In
spirational Choir will render
praise songs throughout the
day, and you are welcome to
all our church activities.
We are having a good
time on each Wednesday
night at our “Hour of Power”
worship service from 7-8 p.m.
Please come as you are and
help us lift high the name of

Lakewood United
Methodist Church-------Lakewood United Meth
odist Church will present our
annual drive-thru nativity.
Our gift to the community.
The “Road to Beth
lehem” will take pIace
Saturday, December 14th, and
Sunday, December 15th from

community to relive the
Christmas story through live
scenes and music.
Live animals will be fea
tured in the manger.
Lakewood United Meth
odist is located at 5995 - 9th
Street S., St. Petersburg.

6-8 p.m.
We invite members of the

Bethel Metropolitan
Pastor Joaquin C. Mar
vin and the Bethel Metro
politan church family invite
you to share the Word with us
on Sunday at the 8:00 and
11:00 a.m. service, and
Sunday School at 9:30 a.m.
The Praise Team, Angelic
Choir, Youth Choir and #2
Ushers will serve;.
Midweek Bible Study
and Prayer Service and

Jesus!
You are invited to come

call the church office (3270554) if you have a heed.
Bethel Metropolitan de

out and see the stars in our
Annual1 Christmas Drama,
Saturday, December 21st, 3
p.m. at the Main Library,
3745 - 9th Avenue North.
Rehearsal
dates
for

“Everywhere, Everywhere,
Christmas Tonight” will be
held three Thursdays in
December (5th, 12th, and
19th) at 6 p.m.
Our annual Christmas
Eve Candlelight Worship
Service will be observed at 6
p.m. December 24th. Every
one is welcome as we cele
brate “the birth of our Lord
and Savior.”
Greater Mt. Zion A.M.E.
Church’s 78th anniversary
and A.M.E. Founders’ Day
Celebration will be held
Sunday, Feb. 9th, 2003. The
planning committee meets
every Tuesday evening at 7,
so please come out to the
weekly meetings.
It is Unity at our annual
Super Bowl Tea. It is time to
choose your team. You cer
tainly don’t want to miss this
event.
Thought for the week:
“Santa Claus never died for
anybody. Make sure Christ is
in your Christmas.”

Be blessed and have a
Jesus-filled week! '

St. Augustine’s
Episcopal Church

sires to be a friendly people,
who offer a kaleidoscope of
ministries for all ages and
interest; If you are seeking a
place of worship, we invite
you to unite with this church
family in giving a positive
Christian witness in the spirit
of worship!

f

A ‘Woman After
god's
Own Heart...

Spiritually Connected

Callfor Trayers &
‘Testimonies

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Rev. Clyde Williams

l/lfe we/come you at all times.

p.m.
Christmas pageant re
hearsal Saturday at 5:30 p.m.

Supt. Elder Clarence
Welch-and the entire Prayer
Tower family welcomes you
with open arms to fellowship
with us at any time. We invite
you to share with us at any of
our spirited services, where
we folly believe in lifting up
the name of the Lord!
"And the things that thou
hast heard of me among
many witnesses the same
commit thou to faithful men,
who shall be able to teach
others also," (2 Timothy 2:2)
Mission Itenirary:
From December 6-7, the

tional as well.

PER

Prepare to hear an en
couraging speaker and be won
derfully blessed.
St. Augustine’s Epscopal
Church is located at 2920, 26th.
Avenue South, in St. Petersburg.

HELPS

tion have
Reverend
(Galilee)

been the late
Frank
Cubby
and

the

late

Reverend L. S. McCree (Mt.
Zion Progressive). Reverend
Tarver will officially assume
the helm of the Association in
January
2003.
Congrat
ulations Reverend Tarver!

1820 - 18th Avenue South

Ph: (727)821-3265

prayers for our nation, world
leaders, sick and shut-in

ThcTRev. Lafry Williams,

members and saints of God
everywhere! Pray without
ceasing.
Prayer Tower COGIC,
1137 37th Street So. St.
Petersburg, FL. 727-3210670 33711

The congregation would tike to invite you and your

Pastor
family to worship with us.

Come as you are!

Sunday Service ............................ A.M.
Wednesday Bible Study ••.••••••••.. 7:00 P.M.

“ilje Church of love, Sealing apd fieatoratiop”

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335

-

Box 15935

22nd Avenue South
•

St.

Petersburg,

FL 33733

team Sixard Nesbitt

Finance Ministry...................

.................Jates R±arsn

Children & Youth Ministry

...............Jcye Rtten

Clerk Ministry.........

. . Wyvonnia McGee

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

lOth Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday Sfchool........... ............................................. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..................................................11 :OO a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/

Bible Study .............. ..........7; 15 p.m.
Eyening Worship (1st
3rd Sunday)........... 6:00 p.m.

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

3144

HewFaith

Phone: 323-7518

Free Methodist Church

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

Sunday School
Morning

- 9:30

worship

a.m.

- 11:00

a.m.

Come worship With
the First Baptist Family

Rev. C.C. Carlman, Executive Director

at Faith Memorial Missionary Baptist

Church, Rev. Bragg turner, Pastor. The guest speaker
will be Elder Al ware. Numerous choirs arid male choruses
from the area will be on hand.

‘iytEM'E: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School
‘.............. 9:30 am
Morning Worship................................ 11:00 am
Youth Bible Study............................Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service Wed. 7:00 pm

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services
Church School............9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ...........11 a.m.
Baptist.Training Union .........5 p.m,
Evening Worship ..........6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Thursday............................................. 7 p.m.

The public is invited.

309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1741

F

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

Bishop Ronald Moten, Pastoi
Al/reda Moten, Co-Pastor

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

Bisk
^jtsttop Ronald Moten and tke Wings of Faitk Ckurck Family would
like to extend to' you a personal invitation to worskip witk us during
our sckeduled time's:
Sunday Sckool
9=30 A.M.
Morning ’Worskip & Ckildren's Ckurck 10:45 A.M.
Prayer/Fasting
Intercessory Prayer & Bikle Class

Tuesday
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

"One weeRJrom church makes one weak. ”

Mailing Address: P.o. Box 82456, Tampa, fl 33612

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER

Rev. Curtiss L Long, Pastor

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

You are hereby invited to fellowship with

www.wateroflifechristianchurch. org

Previous area pastors
holding this distinguish posi

the Christmas play "Too
Wrapped Up for Christmas"
are as follows: every Tuesday
from 6-8 p.m., and every
Saturday from 1-3 p.m.
We ask your continual

First Baptist Institutional church

November 15th, at 7:30 p.m.

.let the one that is thirsty come.”

during this session.

S,t. Petersburg, ‘Florida 33712

will have their regular meet
ing at the church. The
rehearsal dates and' times for

Jesus
Saves

350137th. St So. • SL Pete, FL 33711
Church: 867-4144

(Revelation 22:17)
For more infor
Sunday
Worship Service
mation, contact
10:30 A.M.
Pastor Jerome
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.
& Pastor Kisha
Bible Study, Tues, 7-8 P.M.
Jordan at
727-327-2849 or 527 49th Street South
St Petersburg, Fl 33707
Fax: 866-1896

Lumpkin served as moderator
for the past 12 years, retiring

Good Saiparitai?
Baptist Cl)tircl?

Deacon Ministry. . . . . .

brate its 38th Anniversary on Friday,

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

Reverend Tarver became
the 11th Moderator of this
body of churches. Reverend
Tarver previously served as
the Association's Director of

Congress
of
Christian
Workers and 2nd Vice-mod
erator. Reverend S. N.

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship Inc.

Co-Pastor: Sis. Rebecca L. Evans
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:15 a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Youth Bible Study (Tuesday) 6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Tues. & Thurs.) 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Prayer (Sat.)
6:00 a.m.

Pastor.
Have a blessed holiday
season from Pastor Jones and
the
Galilee
Missionary
Baptist Church Family.

Union Foreign Mission
ary Baptist Association is
please to announce the
Reverend Fleming Tarver of
St. Petersburg as their new
moderator. Reverend Tarver,
the pastor of St. John
Missionary Baptist Church of
Clearwater was elected on
October 24 during the
Association's 93rd annual
meeting in Winter Haven, FL.

P.O.

of Caribbean World Missions, will cele

Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans

- all participants should be
present during this time.
Christmas program and
dinner Saturday, December
14 at 5:30 p.m.
Congress #1 of Union
Foreign Missionary Baptist
Association will be held
December 17 - 21, at Greater
St. Paul Missionary Baptist
Church, Reverend Clyde E.
Williams, Pastor.
Watch
night
services
December 31, beginning at
8:00 p.m. The host church
will be Mt. Moriah Mis
sionary
Baptist
Church,
Reverend Robert L Ward,

Prayer Tower COGIC

December 14, the Boy's Club

Crawford is the Rector.
Dr. Allen is the Principal of
Kennedy Middle School: He has

532 33rd Street S. • St- Petersburg, FL
Sunday School............................: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

come to attend. Teachers
meeting Wednesdays at 6:30

Dr. Allen’s education prepa
ration includes a Bachelor ofArts
Degree in English, a Master’s

ing of the entire family.
Transportation is available,

Ordained Missionary
Johnnie. Mae (Howard
CaU: 727 895-5239

members on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 5:30 until
6:30 p.m.. Others are wel

will have our State Planning
Meeting. The Mother's Board
will have its appreciation
service on December 8, On

Doctorate in Leadership,
Dr. Allen is a devout
Christian and , Minister whose
sermons are not only inspira
tional and uplifting but motiva

St. Augustine Episcopal
Church .wiH' hold^ their; Men’s
Club Annual Breakfast Aon
Sunday, December, 8th,at9a.m.
Dr. Herman Allen will be
the keynote speaker.
Chairperson is Mordecai
Walker, President is Greg
Duckett and Father Haden

time.
Tutoring for youth choir

eastern Florida jurisdiction

at

Dr. Herman Allen

Baptist
Church's
annual
prayer breakfast on Saturday,
December 7, at 8:00 a.m.
Various speakers and prayer
warriors have been pro
grammed for this occasion.
The theme is: "Devote your
selves to praying in the spirit,
being watchful and thankful."
Please join us during this

worked in the field of education
for 27 years. Previously he
worked as a classroom teacher
and guidance counselor.

Degree in Ethnic Studies, a
Master’s Degree in English and a

AWANA on Wednesday
7:00 p.m. was created for
spiritual growth and nurtur

Your are cordially invit
ed to the Education Com
mittee of Galilee Missionary

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor
!M=

Church School ........'... 9:00 A.M.
New Member Class ... ■ • • . 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship........... .. . .10:30 A.M.

n
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Pleasant Grove
Pastor Joseph Gordon
and the Pleasant Grove
Church family invite you to

Friendship Missionary Baptist

Union and new member ori

The Bible Drill Team will
rehearse on Friday, December
6th, at 6:30 p.m. Deacon Jim

the summer of “2003” - a
seven-day Caribbean cruise
from May 25th - June lst and
a land lovers bus tour to New
York City and the Pocono
Mountains from July 11th-

Anderson is Commander.
Youth meeting will be
held on Saturday, December

17th. Please Contact Kay
Curry at (727) 864-2937 after
7 p.m. for details.

entation will be held at 5-p.m.
Dessie Marshall is President.

worship with them on Sunday,
December 8th.
Choir #2 will render Song
Service, and Usher Board #2
will serve in the 7 a.m. Early
Morning Worship Service.
Sunday School begins at
9:30 a.m. with Superintendent

7th, at
10
Anderson
is
Director.

Deacon Philip Carter presid
ing.

a.m.
the

Sarah
Youth

The Youth Christmas
Dinner will be held on
Saturday, December Mth, at
6:30 p.m.

Mid-morning
worship
begins at 10:50 a.m. Choir #2
and the Angelic Choir will
render Song Service, and
Usher Board #2 will serve.

The Adult Christmas
Fellowship will be held on
Saturday, December 21st, at 6

The Pastor’s Aide Board
will observe their anniversary
along with the pastor’s appre
ciation at 3 p.m. The Rev.

The absolute deadline to
place your Christmas poinset
tias order is December 15th.

Danny Thomas, Pastor of the
Macedonia Missionary Bap
tist Church of Rubonia, will
be the guest preacher. Essie
Evans is President.

Please see any member of the
Hospitality. Ministry. Mary
Green is President.
Pleasant Grove is spon

Also, the Baptist Training

soring two exciting tours for

All Nations Church of God By Faith

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersbura, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

Sunday School..................
9-30 a m
Morning Worship,n am
Night Worship.......................................... 7pm
Tuesday Bible Class............................... ’' 8 pm
Wednesday Prayer Meeting................... 8 p.m'
Friday Tarry Service................................... 8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School............ ) 1 a.m.
Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Moore’s Chapel
AME Church
Rev. James T. Blount - Pastor
Sunday Worship - 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School (all ages) - 9:30a.m.,
Noon Day Prayer/Bible Study - Wednesday -12:00 p m,

Candlelight Memorial Serv
ice and reception honoring

and the entire Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church

the memory of those loved

family invite you to join us in
Sunday worship this Sunday
and to all church-related
activities and events during
the week.
Services begin at 7:45
a.m. with the Deacons Min

Thought for the week:

“What things soever ye de
sire, when ye pray, believe
that ye receive them, and ye
shall have them. ” - Mark

istry leading the Devotion.
The Male Chorus will sing
songs of Zion, the #2 Ushers
will greet you and Pastor
Evans will preach the unadul

11:24.
May His peace be with
you till we meet again.

p.m.

Pastor John A. Evans,
Sr., the official church staff

GOD
BLESS

us. For additional informa
tion, contact Zion Hill
Mortuary, Inc., (727) 3280466. This, service will take
place Sunday, December 8th,
nt 4 p.m. at Friendship
Missionary Baptist, 3300 3 lst Street S.
It’s the time of year to
show love for some special
children who otherwise might

terated Word of God.
Church School begins at
9:30 a.m. with the Super
intendent in charge. A Second

not have a Merry Christmas.
There are two ministries here

service is held at 10:45 a.m.
opening with Minister of
Music Cheryl Copeland and
the Praise Team.

Ministry and the Angel Tree
Ministry. For additional infor
mation, see Brother Crum or

Memorial Service - Zion
Hill Mortuary, Inc., manage

AMERICA

ones whose families and sur
vivors entrusted their care to

ment and staff invite you to
share in their Fifth Annual

at the “Ship” that help make
this happen - the Brotherhood

Jesus

took

the

and life more abundantly.

(727) 321-3545
“Where The Word Is Changing Lives”

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ
1135 37th Street South, St.
Pete, FL

Just letting us know that
when we give thanks unto an
almighty God, he will supply

to them that were set down;
. and likewise of the fishes as
much as. they would. (John
6:11)

our every need according to
his riches in Glory, we were
truly blessed as always by his
word.
You are invited to wor
ship with us as we praise God
in his beautiful elements,
thanking him for the sunshine

were the words of the Holy
scriptures that came forth
with power from on high. The
Lord reminded us his people
that Lo, I am with , thee,
through the bad times as well
as the good-times, for I have
come that ye might have life

as well as the rain. Let us Con
tinue to pray for one another
for it is right.
On Saturday, December
14, at 10:00 a.m. the Sunday
School Dept. will host it's
annual Fish fry.. Come and
bring a friend, let us eat, and

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

ONLY ONE

ents an evening of Christmas
cheers showcasing' the new

RACE IN

THIS
WORLD - THE
HUMAN RACE

4240 Central Avenue • St Petersburg, FL 33711 •(8.13)328-9412

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
•
Av. 1271

H
I
P

Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor, on
Sunday, December 22nd, at 6
p.m.
Giveaways and cheers ham, turkey and bikes.

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU TO
knees, you’re in the
PERFECT POSITION TO PRAY!

Vour

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

Sunday Services:
Churph School
.
, . , , , /................
9am
Prai.h'o. ,& Worship .Services1
. ,v.................. 10.30am
Juogppy Services;, -iu.
rPrayer Service
. .... . ."Tt
............................................. 6.30pm

Bible Study.,........................................... .............................................

7pm

Join us as toe lift up the. name ofJesus

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Andersen, Pastor

St Joseph Church
2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

Phone
(813) 328-9412

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone:. 536-1890

feijtecostal fenjple Cfyurcl? of God iij Christ

j

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ; lives,

o
Sunday School
9:30-10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

casing their new CD release.
Also appearing on the
program - The Spiritual Mag

This showcase will take
place at Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church, 505 - 33rd
Street S., St. Petersburg, with

2120 -19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-5228

Sunday School...... ... ,9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship........ .. , 11:00 a.m.

CENTER
w
s

releasing of Rev. Fleming
Tarver and the Original
Florida Spiritualaires, The
Mighty Sons of Zion, show

nifiers of St. Petersburg.

Baptist Church

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

SERVICE

many blessings!
Together we stand, Min
istries and TBP Records pres

jf

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship..........................................7:45 a.m.
Sunday School ...................9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.............................. 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union................................ 5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship ......Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible-Study/Prayer Service . Thursday 7:30 p.m.

3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

GRACE

Lord and His

THERE IS

Mt. Zion Primitive

Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.

F
E
L
L

Forget not the

The Spiritual Magnifiers of St. Petersburg.

Sunday School 10 a.m;

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Rev. Fleming Tarver and
The Mighty Sons of Zion

can really lift one’s spirit.

all "FREE", thanks to the fish

Morning Service 11:30 a.m.

Night Services 7:30 p.m.

noon-2 p.m., Bread of Life
Ministry serving lunch to all
needy in the community;
Let us remember our sick
and shut-in members so they
can be reassured that we
haven’t forgotten- about them
and that they are missed. It

ermen of Emmanuel. Prayers
are for the Pastors, Ministers,
Missionaries; Deacons, and
all the saints of God.

iaiu, us at the Qfiurch uihere.

Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday

18th - Noonday Bible Study-;
also each Wednesday from 12

. “If My people, which are
called by My name, shall,
humble themselves, and pray.

Elder Clarence weicnr

YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday

Youth Enrichment Hour.
Wednesday, December

any Brotherhood member and
Rushon Gillette.

Bible Study - Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.

3037 - Fairfield Avenue south
St. Petersburg,;Florida 33712

Weekly events:
Thursday,
December
12th - 7 p.m., Prayer/Praise
Service and Bible Study; also

fellowship together, and it's

loaves; and when he had
given thanks, he distributed to
the disciples, and the disciples

As Pastor Elder Evans
preached, his voice echoed
throughout the neighborhood.
"In all things give thanks,"

Big Gospel Showcase

and seek My face, and turn
front their wicked ways; then
will I hear'from heaven, ahd
will forgive their sin and will
heal their land. ”

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship
And

13
13

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday

10:00
11:30
. 7:30
7:30
5:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

“A church working togetherfor the uphuilding of (fod’s kingdom’
With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin
Islamic Services

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

80,1 - 6th Avenue $., St. Petersburg, FL 33712.
(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619

SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 1.1 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.
Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.
Taleem -12:00 p.m.

Traveler’s Rest
MISSIONARY BAPTIST

Church

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School9:30 a.m.

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

Prayer/Praise Service (Weds.) Rev. Donald

F. Browne
"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

fZion.

Friendship

2900 - 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 867-4600/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Fax (727) 867-4662
Website: www.breakthroughcc.com • E-mail: pastor@breakthroughcc.com
Power Breakthrough Service @ 11:00 am
A Night of Prophesy @ 6:00 pm

Missionary Baptist

Tuesday Services:
“Word Explosion” @ 7:30 pm

3300 - 31st Street South
St Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Vednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
Thursday
Prayer and Bible Study 7 PM
also Youth Enrichment Hour

Friday Services:

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 337.12
Phone: 894-4311

“Miracle Service” @ 7:30 pm

RADIO MINISTRY:
WRXB-1590 Saturdays - 5-10am
(Prophet Glenn Miller’s Gospel)
WRXBJ590 Sundays 9:30-10:00 am
WINB-13570 KHZ - Wednesdays 4-4:30pm
(Shockwave Radio)

www.mzprogressive.org

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m, • 10:00 a.m.

“PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING”
Come As You Are - No Dress Code ,

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m:
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr;

“Breaking Through the Barriers of Impossibilities”
Tape Ministry/Dynamic Praise & Worship
Prayer 30 Minutes Before Every Service

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

14
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Bethel A.M.E.

Pentecostal Temple COGIC
"And he spake a parable
unto them to this end, that
men ought always to pray,
and not to faint" (Luke 18:1).
The Pentecostal Temple fami
ly has been diligently seeking
the face of God through
prayer. Pastor William Ande
rson began the prayer ses
sions on Sunday, November
17 and received-a mandate
from God to continue the
prayer for a total of 31 days.
The attendance has been good
and those who are present
have been blessed. Our faith
has been stirred as we pour
out ourselves before the Lord.
Following prayer, is a
victory walk around the sanc
tuary and a short sermonette
given each night from a mem
ber of the congregation.
Testimonies have come forth
praising God for what He is
doing in the lives of His peo-

ple. An added blessing to the
prayer was a special service
sponsored by the Evangelism
Department with
Super
intendent Charles E. Lewis of
Winter Haven, Florida as the
guest speaker. Supt. Lewis is
the state Evangelism Pres
ident for the Church of God in
Christ,
Western
Florida
Jurisdiction. That service was
power-packed and inspired
those in attendance to believe
God for the fulfillment of His
promises to them.
As the days go by, we are
in expectancy of great things
from God in response to our
obedience and sincerity of
heart. The prayer sessions
begin at 7:00 p.m. nightly and
will continue until . December
17. The community is invited
to join us in this time of con
secration and rededication.
Upcoming events include

a Pre-Christmas Sidewalk
Sale on the Pentecostal
Temple
Courtyard
on
Saturday, December 7 from
8:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.
Clothes, jewelry, household
goods and gift items will be
available for purchase. We
will also have grilled chicken
sandwiches to satisfy the hun
gry appetite. Our regularly
scheduled services are pub
lished in this edition of The
Weekly Challenger. We have
also added "Morning Glory,"
a time of prayer and consecra
tion with the pastor, on
Sundays at 9:30 a.m.

The Family
That Prays
Together Stays
Together

Traveler’s Rest---------“My God shall supply all
your needs according to His
riches in glory by Christ
Jesus. ” - Philippians 4:19.

Vaughn for additional infor

ation/Communion with sick

mation.
Parents and families are
reminded of School Choice

and shut-in members.
Dec. 9th, Monday Youth
Ministry,
Bible

deadline - Friday, December
Blessings, glory and
honor as we approach this . 13th; You must return your
Declaration of Intent even if'
joyous holiday season.
you want your child to remain
Welcome one and all who
at his- or her current school.
will experience the presence
Also; if your child tons 5 on
of the Lord at Travelers’ Rest
or before September 1, 2003,
Missionary Baptist Church.
and will attend kindergarten
Worship services: Con
temporary, 8 a.m.; Sunday
in August 2003, you must
make a choice of schools by
School, 9:30 a.m.; MidDecember 13,2002. For addi
Morning (Traditional)’, 11
tional information, you may
a.m.
Music Ministry provided
by the Praise Team and
Konsonant
Choir.
Usher
Ministry #2 serving as door
keepers and Men’s Ministry

call (727) 552-1595 (St. Pete)
or 298-2858 (Clearwater).
Weekly activities:
Dec. 5th, Thursday -

greeting all worshippers.
Parents are reminded of

Mid-Day Bible Study and
nursing1 home visitation, 11
a.m.;
Konsonant
Choir

the change of rehearsals and
Bible Study for the Youth

rehearsal, 7 p.m.
Dec; 6th, Friday - Praise

Department. Meeting times
are Mondays before the 3rd
and 4th Sundays at 5:30 p.m.
Please contact Youth Ministry
leaders Renee Holt and Carla

Team rehearsal, 5:30 p.m.;
Intercessory Prayer Group, 7
p.m.
Dec.

7th,

Deacon

Saturday

Ministry

-

Study/choir rehearsal, 5:30

Bethel A.M.E. Church,
located at 912 3rd Avenue
North, St. Petersburg began
its Advent season on Sunday,
December 1.
Advent is ihe beginning
of the Church Year for most
churches in the Western tradi
tion. It begins on the forth
Sunday before Christmas day,
which is the Sunday nearest
November 30, and ends on
Christmas Eve, December 24.
If Christmas Eve is a Sunday,
it is counted as the fourth
Sunday of Advent, with
Christmas Eve proper begin
ning at sundown. The begin
ning of Advent is a time for
the, hanging of the greens,
decoration of the church with
evergreen wreaths, boughs, or
treps that help to symbolize
the new and everlasting life

membership, .we invite you to
join Our fellowship. Needing
transportation?
Contact
church office at 822-4869.
Have a blessed week.

Dear Father,
You Have Given
So Much; Give
One Thing More
- A Grateful
Heart. Amen

ally three purple or blue, cor
responding to the sanctuary
colors of Advent, and one
pink or rose candle.
Dining morning worship,
the Steward Board of Bethel
conducted a short devotional
service, lighting the first can
dle of Advent. The first candle
Expectation or Hope.
The Music department of
Bethel will present a seasonal
concert, Hallelujah! Praise the

10 a.m.
9 a.m.

:261:1 5th
Free Registration
For more informatiem, contact
Deborah

'

Director,

Saturday services @ 2:30 PM
House Of God, PGT
930 18th Street South
St. Petersburg^ FL 33712

Bishop James W. Paschal
and wife, Lavern

For additional information, call 550-2521 or 866-0643
Pastor - Bishop James W. Paschal

Guest Evangelist - Evangelist Irene Crawford of Cincinnati, OH

Rev.

Evening Worship..... 6:00 p in

Tuesday Evening
Bible Class.............. 7:30 p m.

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 3370.1
Phone: 898-3838

Sunday morning beginning at

the Lord.
For additional informa
tion, you are encouraged to
contact the Church office,
Monday-Friday, 9:00A-4:00P,

8:00 a.m.
ii Church School, each

at (727) 822-2089.
"Come,
O

Sunday 9:00 a.m.
ii
Sunday

Emmanuel, and ransom cap

monthly basis:
ii Breakfast and Bible
Study (BBS Ministry) each

Morning

Come,

tive Israel!"

Terfy

Pleated (fave MMwuiAty

Qku/ick

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship.......................

7:00 a.m.

Sunday School..... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship....................................................10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union...................................................... 4:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays........'................................................................ 7:30 p.m.’
Rev. Joseph Gordon

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walter

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody’’

STEWART-ISOM MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN METHODIST

The members would like to, invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:0.0am ;
Weds. -Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

—

EpiscopAl Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

mb

|

"To (fod (Be The. (ffory”

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

. St. John d^iffioncayr(Ba.pti8t Iffhurch

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services

Sunday Service ................................................... . . .8:00 a.m.
Sunday School....................................................... : .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ................................................... .11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................................................5:00 p.m.

Weekly Services

Bible Glass Monaay, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Stuay, Weanesaay 7:00 p.m.
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is ad.

Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
930 - 18th Street South

St. Petersburg, Florida

Morning Worshi,...,................ .............................................................8:00 a.m.
Sunday School........................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning worship
..........
....................
11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Glass Wed......................7:00 p.m.
Elder: Tony Smith
Transportation to Church: 727-743-3993 or 727-798-4430

Queen Street

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

(727) 896-4356

Elder A..P. Conage, Pastor

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class ....... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship - ; ........1,0:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday . .'......7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship .........5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class .......7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer

9:30 A.M. - Sunday School

.7:00 P.M. - Tuesday Bible Study

11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

Saint Mark
African Methodist Episcopal Church
• Sunday? Church School,
• Sunday- Warship Service,
• Tiiesday- Operation' "BIG EAR",

> Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,

Teaching

7:00pm- Until
• Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pn
• Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
• Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month
9:00am- 10:00ai

. . . .7:00 p.m.

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete; FL 33712

327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

9:45am
11:00am
, 6:00pm- 7:00pm

Spiritual Counseling

7:30 P.M. - Thursday. Pastoral

Are you doing what God wants you to do?
Need your Ministry Degree or Ordination?
Call Us Today!

I

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

919 - 20th Street S.„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. -1.2 noon

Church Os God In Christ

Home: 896-8006

If you are without a church
home, we invite you to come
and be blessed in the house of

Communion................................................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Youth

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

and Adult)
ii Junior church
ii Transportation and
Homeless Feeding ministries

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel
and a Christian community for everyone

Church Phone: (727) 323-3210
Pastor’s Office: (727) 895-9591
Rey ConsUnce
Samuels . Pastor

(813)822-2455

Rehearsal....
5 30 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study..........7:30 p.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal....11:00 a.rn:

Wednesday evening (Youth

9:00 AM. .................................................................................... Prayer Time
9:30 AM. ................................ Sunday School
11:00 AM. ............................................................................................ Worship
12:30 PM ...........................After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)

Church School........ 9.30 a.m.
Morning Worship . 11:00 a m
B.T.U........................ 5:00 pm.

evening, 7:00 p.m.
ii
Music
ministries,

2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 327-8560

Bus ministry provided for all services • Your presence is welcomed

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH
2051 - 9th Avnnup South
Si Peteisburq. FL 33712
|| Clifford F Cannedy. Sr Pastor

day presentation.
The Bethel family also
provides the following church
ministries to the local com
munity on a weekly and

Worship Service, 10:30 a.m.
ii Bible Study, Tuesday

Trinity PresbytbriAn Church

* SL ^tmburg, FL 33711

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church

FeastNightly Services Sept. 20th thru
■ -Sept. 28th, 2002 @7:30 PM

season.

On Sunday, December
15, at 9:00 a.m., the Church
School will present their
Christmas program entitled
"Around the Manger." This
program will feature Christ
mas recitations and songs. We
invite you to attend this holi

is traditionally the candle of

visit-

Enlarge Our Coast...... Join us for the

Minister of Music, Bro.
Maurice Jackson. The music
of various African-American
and American composers will
be performed. A community
sing along will also be a part
of this festive occasion. Come
join us as we usher hi the hol
iday spirit by packing the
pews with family, friends and
neighbors. We hope that you
will blend your voices togeth
er and enjoy the sounds of the

Weekly Bible Study Tuesdays 7 p.m.
Ministerial Class Thursdays 6 p.m.

Dec. 11th - Weds. Prayer Meeting, Deacons
Ministry in charge, 7 p.m.;

teacher.
If you are seeking church

of eternal life. Candles sym
bolize the light of God com
ing into the world through the
birth of His Son. The four
outer candles represent the
period of waiting during the
four Sundays of Advent. The
colors of the candles are usu

Sunday Morning Worship
Church School & Prayer

p.m.

Pastor Browne, Bible Study

of the wreath .speaks of the
hope that we have in God, the
hope of newness, of renewal,

Lord!! on Sunday, December
8, at 4:00 p.m., when the
church will ring with joyous
Christmas music. The pro
gram will feature the voices of
our Youth and Adult choirs,
under
the
direction
of

1 The Church Where The Anointing Makes
The Difference "

Dec. 10th, Tuesday Trustee Ministry meeting, 7

Bible Study, 7:30-8:30 p.m.,

brought through Jesus the
Christ. The circle of the
wreath reminds us of God
Himself, His eternity and end
less mercy, which has no
beginning or end. The green

Earth Mission Miracle Temple Of Deliverance

p.m.

Harvest Revival

«

"I am the Alpha and the
Omega, the first and the last,
the beginning and the ending
saith the Lord, which is, and
which was, and which is to
come,
the
Almighty."
(Revelation 1:8) KJV

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

2232 62nd Avenue South

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 867-2400

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554

TUESDAY

"Church of The Open Door"

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays .7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do npt have a way, call
327-0997.

Rev. Joaquin

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Marvin

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 4:00 p.m.

se>

RELIGIOUS NFws

continues
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Moore's Chapel AME Church
People

can

achieve

meaning in their lives only if
they have made commitments
beyond the self- religious
commitments, commitments
to loved ones, to one's fellow
^humans, to excellence, to
some conceptions of an ethi..5cal order- you give life meany ing through commitments."
December is the month of
celebrating the "Birth of
Christ''- the real Reason for
■the Season, Pastor
James T Blount, Mrs
... June Blount, Officers and
’■"Members of Moore's Chapel
African Methodist Episcopal
r

Church, wish everyone a
Blessed and Joyous Holiday
Season. We cordially invite
you to worship with us,
"Where the Word of God is
Changing Lives,"
Our . early morning serv

ice begins at 7:45 a.m.,
Sunday School at 9:30 a.m.
and morning services at 11:()()

hearts bum as the Word of
God was delivered by this
Man of God."

Roy Johnson, Heith George,
Jr., William Brown and

Here" - BeBe & CeTalia
Carpenter read a beautiful

Martinique Kelty. As the Rose

■ a.m. New Members Orient
ation is held at 9:30 a.m. each
Sunday.

As we entered the week
of Thanksgiving, we were
grateful for the many things
that we were blessed to
receive this year and things
received in the past.

Speakers did their parts,
Palmer Allen via Janice Byrd,

poem and presented Mr.
Leonard with a dozen red

Sunday
Services
on
December 1 were spirit-filled
arid enjoyed by all in atten
dance. Pastor Blount has
begun a 6 or 7 series of ser
mons on - " A Conservation
with Paul." Sunday's sermon
"Called to be Saints" was very
well delivered and unique in
nature. The scriptural refer
ence was Romans 1:1-7, with
verse 7 as the focal point. I
encourage
everyone
that
would like to hear a phenome
nal sermon, to be present at
ll:00.m. on the next six
Sundays, as Pastor Blount
presents his sermons. You will
be able to say "Didn't our

We expressed our thanks
to Mr. Amos Leonard for his
dedication and service to our
church in a most unique and
delightful "A Tribute of Love
and Appreciation" celebra
tion, held November 17. We
began Ihe day with program at
11:00 a.m. with Brother Keith
George , presiding. Mr. Amos
Leonard was escorted in the
church by Tempest Jennings,
Alana
Brown,
Debriona
George, Danah Watkins and
Jacquetta Sorey - "The Amos
Stroll." Rose Speakers were:

Cheryl Keeley, Lucius Bryant,
Darryl Sywgert and Hazel
Leonard ( his wife), gave
memory-inspirational high
lights of Mr. Leonard's work
at Moore's Chapel AME.
Selections were rendered by
the Mass Choir, Male Chorus

Sisters Delores Baker and
Genorice
White.
Mr.
Leonard's
family;
Brother/Sister in law- Mr. &
Mrs. Frank Leonard-Alabama

roses. Pastoral expression
were given by Pastor Blount.
Mr. Leonard was presented a

along with others that will be
named next week attended the
celebration.
A delicious and whole
some fellowship dinner for the
honoree was held immediate
ly after service. There was

monetary bouquet from the
church. Congratulatory letters
were received from Bishop
John Hurst Adams- Presiding
Prelate of the Eleventh
Episcopal District of the
African Methodist Church,

the depth of the souls,' but the
Youth Choir did a superb job

Presiding
Petersburg,

St.
Rep.

more than 150 persons in
attendance. It was truly a cele
bration fit for a " King." Mr.
Leonard
served
a Vice
Chairman-pro-tem—Steward

in diction, harmony and
appearance. Our hats off to all
of them.
Brother Sidney Johnson,

Frank Peterman- Dist 55Florida Legislature, Mayor of

Board, Member of the Male
Chorus,
Sunday
School

St. Petersburg- Rick Baker
and Rev. Bessie L. Mohead,
Tampa FL.

Teacher, Delegate to the
Annual Conference and is
now retiring ahd moving tq

Other program partici

Bartow. We will truly miss
Mr. Leonard, but he will never

Judah Choir and the Youth
Choir. These choirs sang from'

our own Alvin Ailey, delight
ed our church with his inspir
ing choreographic interpreta
tion of the song "I’m Still

Rev. Jerome L. Denmark,
Elder?
District,

pants were Brothers Harry
Scott, Ralph Brown, and

be forgotten.

Wednesday, December 4,
we will begin a new thirteen
week Bible Study "Journey To
A Practical
Faith." Please come out
and join our Bible Study each
Wednesday night at 7:00 p.m.,
because Christian Faith is far
more than just pious talk.
Sons of Allen will meet
Saturday, December 7 at 9:00
a.m.
All members are asked to
be present and on time. Bro.
Edgar White is President.
Agape Women Ministry will
meet Friday December 6 at
7:00 p.m. They will have their
Christmas celebration and
members are asked to bring a
gift. Sister June Blount is
Adviser.
Daisy
Pierce/Fannie
Williams, Women's Mission
ary
Society
will
meet

Saturday, December 7 at
10:00 a.m. Members are
encouraged to attend.
Dates to
Remember:
TutoringMonday
&
Thursday- 6:00- 8:00 p.m.,
Fellowship Hall (Annex)
Noon
Day
PrayerWednesday- 12:00 p. m.
Fellowship Hall (Annex)
Bible Study- Wednesday7:00 p.m.
YPD
Meetingthird
Sunday (12/15/02) immedi
ately after 11:00 a.m. service.
For transportation to
Church School, Bible Study
and/or Worship Services,
please contact Sis. Bridget
Keeley @ 321-9273 or Br.
Williw Frank Bryant @ 8946067 no later than Saturday
prior to 6:00 p.m.

CHALLENGER
St. Petersburg Area Coupons - Pick Nz Clip
I
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STUDENT, SENIORS,
MILITARY & VOLUME
DISCOUNTS!!!

National Auto
------------ Service Center-------------

Rob’s Diamond Digital
&

i

i
i
i
t
i

‘Strength & Conditioning
Personal Training
Supplementation
Lifestyle Enhancement
Personal Consultation

your

Fountain of Youth
Use this ad

Use this ad

to recieve
up to

to recieve
up to

$20.00 Off

$20.00 Off

your next
purchase!

your next
purchase!

St. Petersburg’s
Official City Store

(727) 864-3302'71 ‘"

’ 9

Advertise as low as S9.95/montn
Affordable Web Site Design

‘TT-ijihor’.’J
■W
/ in > :„n

.X

$2 ©ff Any Purchase
($10 or more)

Come See Us At

MENTION The Challenger AND
QUALIFY TO WIN 128 MEGS
OF MEMORY OR 60 CT. DIET
FUEL!

550 34th St. So. * St Petersburg, FL
wmv.sfpete.org

expires.

CITV OF ST. PETERSBURG

727-327-8534

1-2/31/02

>’S SNAK-SHAK
-1701 16th St. SSt. Petersburg, FL 33712

: Wife Weekly GUfaUettger i

COMMUNITY SPECIAL
2 BIG RED CHEESEBURGERS
2 REG ORDERS OF FRIES OR OKRA

“First” at Red’s Snak-Shak
Now you can “Save Your Cash For
Emergencies” because Red’s is now accepting
Another

1 LARGE SODA

THERE'S A REASON TO READ THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!'

1 REG SHAKE

Visa, MC and all Debit Cards for your Christmas

plus tax
$11 value

convenience.

Also, Red’s is debuting its Value Meals. Cpme and
enjoy “Your Favorite Meal” with side orders, of
fries, okra, sodas, or shakes in Large, Medium or
Small sizes, all for

'fe f

*Holiday Special*

175 5th St N. (City Hall)
Now Also at The Pier
(727)554-3000 s'/iMl

P.O. Box 732
St. Pete, FL 33731 is

Computer Sales
Tech Support & Training
Desktops & Laptops
Parts & Accessories
Digital Imaging

Full Service Repair Facility
Now Offering

I

Your Community Newspaper

I

Local News You Just Don’t Get Anywhere Else
I

I

Valuable Discounts! Inspirational Stories

COMMUNITY SPECIAL

I

10 PCS DARK

“One Low Price!”

MENTION THIS AD!

I

15% of Annual Mailed Subscription Rate will be donated to
Ashley Sullivan, a local Olympic Gymnist hopeful.
727- 822-8996 (ph) • tchallen@tampabay.rr.com • 727- 823-2568 (fax)

I

10 HOT WINGS

Example: 1-Big Red Cheeseburger, 1-Reg. Fry. or
Okra, 1-Lg. Soda or Reg. Shake - $4.99
“Just For You” Special - 2 Drumsticks - .99c

2

reg

Orders

3 REG SODAS
1 REG SHAKE

Red’s: “The Community Caretaker Where Your I
Dollars Make Sense.”

of fries or okra

$14,

I

,plus tax
$20 value |

■

I
I

.J

ZTHERE"S A REASON TO READ THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!'

LUBE; OIL & FILTER CHANGE
TIRE ROTATION & MULTI-POINT
INSPECTION

“Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change”

I

Wl

• Complete chassis lube

I

CARWASH)

• New Mopar Oil Filter

I

(QUHOJUBE)

INCLUDES:
• Engine oil replacement up to 5 quarts

• Remove and rotate tires
• Multi-Point Inspection
(see service advisorfor details)
Chrysler, Dodge, Plymouth and Jeep Vehicles only.
Specialty Vehicles, Additonal Diagnostics ahd Additional or Special Fluids are extra.
Coupon Must Be Presented On Or Before 12/31/02

I

2301 34th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

(727)321-0500

I

I

SAVE $2°°
30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check
, Includes Oil, Filter,
Lube, Visual Inspect.,—'
PLUS “Free Full Service
Car Wash”

I
I

J

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

327-1900

SINCE I9.se

I

I

We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

DS19MUNOis

I

I

Custom Waxing & Detailing
24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

I

DAYTON ANDREWS
DODGE INC.

I

$

27.99

Most
Cars

Plus Tax • (Reg: $29.99)
.Coupon EXPIRES 12/31/02

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday
Total
Transmission Fluid
Change

I
SAVE $8°° I
T-Tech
Service
completely changes
all fluid and
fluid conditioner

71.99
Plus Tax • (Reg. $79.99)
Coupob EXPIRES 12/31/02

THE
WORKS!
SAVE $2S0

Car Wash,
Blue Coral.
| 1OOO Tri-Foam Wax System,
Under Chassis Spray &
Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,
Armorall Tires, & Air
Freshener

I

I
I

FULL
SERVICE
CAR WASH

7<

SAVE $1°°
Soft (Sloth Car
Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

*15.00

‘9.95

Plus Tax • (Reg. $17.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 12/31/02

(Reg. $10.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 12/31/02

Don’t miss this special coupon page the first week of every month with loads of great values - A Great Place to Advertise Your Business*'- and for much less!
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NATIONAL NEWS
Prudential, Faith lnitiative Team Up for Health Disparities Scholars Program to
Expand-----------------------------------------------Economic Empowerment Training
NEWARK (BLACK
PR WIRE) (BUSINESS
WIRE) - Prudential Finan
cial, Inc. recently an
nounced that it is co-sponsoring an economic em
powerment workshop in
partnership with the Na
tional Center for Faith
Based Initiative (NCFBI)
to help develop the finan
cial viability of urban
African American commu
nities.
The theme of the work
shop, which is led by
Bishop Harold Calvin Ray,
senior pastor at Redemp
tive
Life
Fellowship
Church in West Palm
Beach, Florida, is "Closing
The Economic Divide."
The NCFBI designed the
workshop to help forge a
national
coalition
of
churches and other faithbased organizations that

can work together to en
hance the economic envi
ronment of urban commu
nities.
"We are enthusiastic
about joining with the
NCFBI to help level the
economic playing field for
all people. Through this
collaboration, we will be
able to extend our overall
corporate mission - help
ing people grow and pro
tect their wealth," said
Thomas Crawford, presi
dent of Retail Distribution
for Prudential Financial.
Prudential sales repre
sentative Sol hticks, who
has won the prestigious
President's Trophy award
five times in the past seven
years, is the featured Pru
dential speaker on the tour.
The President's Trophy is
the top honor given to a
Prudential sales profes

Bishop Ray will bring
sional each year, based on
professionalism, produc the NCFBI tour to 60 cities
tion, and commitment to over the next two years.
Prudential Financial is par
excellence.
"I Offer myself as an ticipating initially in 11
example of the level of suc cities. - Chicago, Dallas,
cess that can be achieved in Dayton, Detroit, Los An
the financial services geles, Newark, Pittsburgh,
industry," said Hicks, who Raleigh, San Bernardino,
began his career with Washington, DC, and West
Prudential 32 years ago in Palin Beach.
"The church and other
the Chicago office. "An
agent's purpose is simple - faith-based organizations
to improve the lives of the are the keys to revitalizing
people we come in contact cities and breaking the
with. Qur clients should be cycle of poverty. I envision
better off after we have ■an ecumenical, interde
served them. Performing nominational and crosscollaboration
this job successfully means cultural
that future generations will working, together to find
be financially secure be faith-based solutions to the
cause someone loved them social and economic ills
enough to plan for their that exist in our nation's
future It's a privilege to be cities and to bring about an
a part of that and I encour economic rejuvenation and
age others to join me in this holistic transformation,"
said Bishop Ray.
mission."

Procter & Gamble Recognized with Top
Corporate Award- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - —BEVERLY HILLS - at tlie Regent Beverly Hills
Citing Procter & Gamble’s Wilshire Hotel.
In accepting the award,
commitment to promoting
diversity in the workplace, Icy Williams, associate
Minorities In Business director, Procter & Gamble
(MIB) magazine has pre Corporate Supplier Diver
sented the company with sity Development said,
its1 "Corporate Diversity "P&G is making a differ;
Leadership Award," which ence, improving lives, and
recognizes U.S. Corpora helping to level the eco
tions for their support of nomic playing field. We
economic
development are particularly proud of
among minority- and the efforts we've made to
women-owned businesses. ensure that minority- and
"P&G was selected to women-owned businesses;
receive this year's yWi^^^emamjstio^^viable con-;
because of progress tlie tenders in today's business
company has made to arena."
Last year at the Na
increase partnerships and
economic opportunities for tional Minority Supplier
women- and minority- Development Council's an
owned businesses," said nual convention' P&G, the
MIB Publisher Cynthia largest U.S; householdButler-Hayden (luring the goods maker, pledged to
magazine's 7th Annual increase the amount it
Multi-Cultural
Prism spends with minority and
Awards Gala held recently women suppliers to $1.5

billion a year by 2005. The nated companies; and
company currently, spends helped entrepreneurs pro
more than $935 million a vide more jobs locally,"
year with diverse suppliers, said Williams.
In presenting the
and strives to raise that
Award,
MIB Publisher
amount by 15 percent a
Butler-Hayden said, '"We
year until 2005.
Toppling the $1 billion salute P&G for its commit-;
goal will earn'P&G a place ment, and applaud its em
in the supplier diversity ployees, vendors, and man
industry's Billion Dollar agement across the 'nation
Roundtable (BDR), an elite who support the economic
group of corporations that potential of minorityspend more than $1 billion owned businesses."
P&G's Supplier Diyer-t
annuqjfy
min.qritynetwork of minority,
,sity
gnd woipeiJt;,0Wtiefi|frbusi’)
nesses. Through.' a- variety and women-owned busi
of programs, P&G is dedi ness enterprises is comcated to making this goal a prised of more than 1,250
businesses. Minority- or
reality.
"Providing opportunity women-owned business
has been a priority for enterprises play key roles
P&G for more than a cen in the testing, production
tury, ahd our commitment or product packaging
is stronger than ever... [We] process of many of P&G's
have helped emerging nearly 300 consumer brand
businesses grow; rejuve products.

WASHINGTON - The
Center for the Advance
ment of Health has been
awarded a $2.5 million
grant from the W.K. Kel
logg Foundation to contin
ue and expand the success
ful Scholars in Health Dis
parities program through
2005
The grant will enable
20 new minority -postdoc
toral fellows to conduct re
search at Harvard Univer
sity, the University of
Michigan, Morgan . State.
University and the Univer
sity of California, San
Francisco
Eight scholars will be
selected for tiie academic
year 2003-2004, and 12
more for the .year 20042005. They will be award
ed annual stipends of
$50,000, plus benefits and
a research budget.
"The Kellogg Scholars
are the vanguard of an
important emerging field
of study - how to apply
what we know about mi
nority health status and dis
parities to improving poli
cy and health outcomes,"
said program director, Bar
bara Kivimae Krimgold.
"This program is not only

important in advancing the
research agenda, but it pro
motes leadership and
career development for the
young scholars."
The program began in
2001, and six scholars are
finishing their research this
year in fields as diverse as;
racial differences in cardio
vascular reactivity to
stress; violence prevention
and cultural competence in
Asian and Pacific Islander
populations; the contribu
tion of social movements
ahd political thought to
reducing black/white dis
parities in health care
access; educational, oppor
tunity, and social welfare';
the association, between
discrimination and .hyper
tension; the relationship
between socioeconomic
status, neighborhood, be
havior and health outcomes
in Mexican" adolescents;
and a life course perspec
tive on African-American
spirituality, behavior and
health.
Applications ,
are
downloadable from the
'Center's Web site and are
due Jan.
15, 2003
http://www.efah. org/programs/scholars_network.cf

m.
The current scholars
are:
Carlotta M. Arthur, of
Indianapolis, a Ph.D. from
the State University of
New York at Stony Brook.
She has a B.S. in metallur
gical engineering from
Purdue University and an
M.A. in psychology from
Stony Brook. Dr. Arthur is
at Harvard University.
Ly Uyen Nguyen, of
Stiver,Spying, MD, a Ph.D.
in clinical/community psy
chology from the Univer
sity .of Maryland and a
B.A. from the University
of Michigan. Dr. Nguyen is
at Morgan State University.
Dean Robinson, of Amhqrst, MA, an assistant pro
fessor of political science
at the University of Massa"chusetts, a Ph.D. in politi
cal science from Yale Uni
versity with an A.B. with
honors in political science
from Stanford University.
Dr. Robinson is at Harvard
University.
Ronica N. Rooks, of
Hyattsville, MD, a Ph.D. in
sociology from the Univer
sity of Maryland at, College
Park with a B.A. in, sociology/anthropology and eco

and illness.

The Weekly Challenger’s Annual Holiday Special Section - A great opportunity for your
church to reach the African-American community with a Season’s Greeting, or if you have a
business - promote your product or service.
Call Today - 727-896-2922.
There’s a rate for every budget!
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from Office Depot

PIERRE BAGLEY; MAKING FILMS AND MAKING A DIFFERENCE
Bagley to produce and direct its 2001 annual conference,

If Pierre Bagley, founder and owner of First Tuesday

they .speak volumes, about his work.

Productions Inc., could bottle and sell bis enthusiasm and
passion for his work, he'd be rich. Wait, he already is - not

Outside of work, the husband and father of three is very

only because. Ms innovative, foil-service film and television

involved in the community, serving as an advisor for the

production company based in Dallas and San Diego is a

Save the Children Foundation, member of the New York

multi-million dollar enterprise -but because he loves what

chapter of the National Academy pf Television Arts and

hfe does and he's making a difference.

chairman of the Art Institute of Dallas' board of trustees.)

Bagley's passion is evident throughout his work and his

"Pierre, is an interesting, bright and engaging contributor,"

company, from naming First Tuesday, based on "election day'

confirmed Paul McGirk, president of the Art Institute. "A

arid his past involvement in politics, to the company's

member of the. board for IQ years, he's played a significant

mission, which is to create 99 percent of the work from

role in the Institute's success."

conception to completion - a rarity in the. industry.

Success comes more easily when you "forget ego, power

Also uncommon was Bagley's introduction to the business.

and control and partner with people who are good at

At 16, the Phoenix native basketball star from the

"Filling Jobs Is Our Job”

nomics from St. Mary's
College of Maryland. Dr.
Rooks is at the University
of Michigan.
Mercedes Rubio., pf
Bakersfield, CA, a Ph.D. in
sociology from the Univer
sity of Michigan, where
she received her M.A. in
sociology. She received a
B.A. in sociology from
California State University
at Bakersfield. Dr. Rubio is
at the University of
Michigan.
Kim Dobson Sydnor,
of Baltimore, a Ph.D. in
public health from Johns
Hopkins University School
of Hygiene and Public
Health with a B.S. in psy
chology from Morgan
State University. Dr. Syd
nor is at Morgan State
University.
The Center for the Ad
vancement of Health is , an
independent nonprofit Or
ganization funded by. foun
dations to promote greater
recognition of how psycho
logical, social, behavioral,
economic and environmen
tal factors influence health

what you're not," advised Bagley, who recently

projects was headed to college on an athletic

aligned with veteran actor/writer Harold.

scholarship. Not long after, he traded his

Sylvester to launch a second film and TV

sneakers and basketball for textbooks and

production company. Bayou Tuesday,

term papers that eventually netted a full

which focuses on telling African

academic scholarship tb Arizona State

Americans' stories like the one

University. Still, the Whitney M. Young

planned for release soon on mega

• scholar, Arizona's second highest-

rapper-producer Master P.

ranking student and pre-med major,
No matter whose story you tell,

had no idea how much his life's script

make sure it reflects who you are,

would change.
In need of income while at A5U, ,
he took a SI.65 per hour job on the

Bagley encouraged. "I came from
SWj

nothing and 1 wanted to keep the

•

things that made me who I am

studio floor crew at the Phoenix CBS

with me. It's my point of difference.

television affiliate. Fascinated by his

It's my strength and it's what got me

new world, he immersed himself in

this for."

learning. Being resourceful and determined
"Bagley has always been a part of his •

he soon mastered the newly invented minicam
and earned a promotion to technical director
of the six and 10 o'clock newscasts.' Because
his college focus was not aligned, with his

To succeed, forget ego;-, power
ahd control and partner with
people who are good,at what

production - he dropped out to frilly pursue

associate producer and business manager
Marla Dean. Dean, an employee,since
1994, is among the handful of staff at

you’re not.

brand-new infatuation - film and video

work," said First Tuesday's Dallas-based

the corporation that thrives off four or

~

five major projects a year and averages an
his passion for the big and small screens.

annual profit of approximately $1.5 million.

Five years later he co-founded 'one of the country's first
independent production facilities servicing the Arizona and
California markets and attracting big-name clients ABC, CBS,

We’re here to help Pinellas County businesses with all of their employment needs.
Whether it’s an entry-level position into the workforce, or a highly skilled - highly
trained position.. .WorkNet can help.

Pro,ctbr & Gamble and the Chrysler Corp.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recruitment
Pre-screened applicants
Specialized recruitment
Easy job listings
Tax Credits
Labor market research and information
Quick Response and Employed Worker
Training Programs

here. Ifs just a place where, we all come as a team trying to
make something positive happen "

fast forward 22 years and. Bagley, 49, is at the helm of
First Tuesday Productions, recognized today for creating
provocative and persuasive films and video for Toyota, lime
Inc., State Farm and Nationwide Insurance, as well as

Our business services include:

Dean believes that First Tuesday is successful because ifs
a different type of company. “We're not into titles around

Copyright 2002, Office Depot,' Inc.
AURights Reserved,

revolutionary fashion merchandising programming for highend retailer Herman Marcus and design icons Oscar- de la
Renta and the late Willie Smith.,
Bagley's, first independently produced arid financed film,
"THE MESSAGE," shot in 1997, also garnered nominations
from the 1998 New York Urban World Film Festival and 1999
Hollywood Black Film Festival.
"it didn't make a lot of money, but I wanted to see what I
was made of arid discovered what 1 was doing had value and

for more information about what it takes to succeed in growing
your business and for useful business tools, forms and
spreadsheets, visit Office Depot’s Website at
www.OfficeDepot.can. You can also come into any of our stores
aid speak with a knowledgeable and caring employee that can
provide assistance. To find a store near you

substance," Bagley said. "Making money is really not the
formula for success. Just do what you do to the best of your

call 1888-GO-DEPOT

ability and the money will come."
The calls and referrals, he's learned, will also come: Ahd

Best of all — there’s never a fee for WorkNet’s services.
It’s your tax dollars’ return on investment!

To contact a WorkNet Employer Representative call (727)524*4344.

when they come from Maya Angelou, Oprah Winfrey, Steven
Bochco, and the National Urban league, which recruited

What you need. What you need to know;
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Ivory Coast: Renowned Writer Lashed
for Anti-War Views
ABIDJAN (GIN) Nationally renowned au
thor Ahmadou Kourouma
was the target of scathing
editorials around the coun
try after he called for an
end to ethnic fighting in a
published press interview.
Kourouma,
Ivory
Coast's leading novelist,
urged "elections for all" in
the press interview. The
media promptly accused
him of "foreign roots" and
misplaced loyalties as he
may have parents not from
the Ivory Coast.
The country has been
wracked by an internal war
triggered two months ago
by soldiers who refused tp
accept layoffs by newly
elected President Laurent
Cbagbo, Approximately
half the country is now in
the hands of the soldier
rebels, who stronghold is in
mostly Muslim communi
ties of the north. The local

press has been questioning
not only the sympathies but
also the nationality of the
author - the latter a sore
point in Ivory Coast poli
tics.
Kourouma was bom in
1927 near Boundiali in the
Muslim majority north of
the country, which swiftly
fell under control of the
rebels after they took up
arms on Sept. 19. He is the
author of "The Suns of
Independence”, "Waiting
for the Vote of the Wild
Animals" and the -still
untranslated "Allah n'estpas oblige" (AIlah is not
Bound),
which
won
France's Renaudot literary
price in 2000. His novels
are satires on the ills of
modem African states and
he is particularly scornful
of misrule by despotic
leaders and servitude to old
colonial masters.
Recently, the govern-

ment daily Fratemite Matin
ran a full-page article by
Communication Minister
Sery Bailly vilifying the
author. Kourouma has, the
minister wrote, become a
victim of his roots as a
member of the Malinke, a
mainly Muslim ethnic
group in northern Ivory
Coast.
"The Malinke world
informs the stance Kourou1 ma adopts in his works. At
this time of ethnic division,
we can see clearly how he
always takes a critical posi
tion based on his culture.
"Is he foremost Malinke or
foremost a writer? How
should we view his writing
and how does it serve us as
a nation?" Not long ago
Bailly's predecessor as
communications minister
Dramane Kone, referred to
Kourouma as "our brother"
and "the pride of Ivory
Coast."

Africa: U.S. Builds Up Djibouti for AntiTerror War
by Katy Salmon
NAIROBI (IPS) - As
the United States gears up
for possible strikes on Iraq,
the Hom of Africa is emerg
ing as the focus of its vast
anti-terrorism operations.
Regional political alle
giances are becoming
extremely fluid and the
United States will have to
tread carefully to avoid
upsetting its erstwhile allies.
"The Red Sea and Mid
dle East is now the central
arena for terrorism. Every
one is on the look out for this
phenomenon," says Mus
tapha Hassouna, a political
and diplomatic analyst with
the University of Nairobi.
The tiny French protec
torate of Djibouti is the
focus of U.S. attentions.
Some 400 troops, including
marines, are on their way to
Djibouti, to supplement a
force of 800 Special Forces
troops already stationed
there. Their job is to monitor
and be prepared to make
commando raids on suspect
ed terrorists trying to transit,
hide or organize al-Qaeda
bases in the region. Djibouti
has traditionally been a firm
ally of France, which has
been vocal in its denuncia
tion of President George W.
Bush's aggressive stance
towards Iraq.
"The U.S. is taking over
territory that was the politi
cal turf of the French.
Whether it has France's tac
tic approval is open to ques
tion," Hassouna observes.

A similar tone was
taken by the independent
daily L'Inter last week
which asked: "Why is Ah
madou Kourouma support
ing the rebels?" The news
paper answered its own
question by suggesting the
author feared he would be
exposed as a foreigner
since the country's leader
ship had again seized on
the notion of Ivoirite - a
nationalist policy of exclu
sion introduced by former
Henri Bedie to keep his
opponents out of office.
"Kourouma, the keeper
of our consciences, is an
gry because people are ask
ing who are true Ivo'rians
and who are not. He risks
becoming an outcast."
"The author has for
some time been hiding the
fact that his parents come
from Guinea. It appears
that he is ashamed of this,"
the newspaper concluded.

Chadian Honored for Human Rights
Work-----b\ Gabriel Packard
NEW YORK (GIN) A Chadian man was one of
three human rights moni
tors honored for "courage,
obectivity, and a commit
ment to justice" at the annud Human Rights Watch
(H1W) dinner held recent
ly h New York.
Souleymane
Guengueng's work collecting
evidence of torture and oth
er crimes against humanity
was crucial to the case
against former Chadian
dictator HissSne Habr,.
When Habre came into
power with French backing

in 1982, he started a ruth
less program of torture and
murder of his political op
ponents. By the time he
was overthrown in 1990, a
truth commission said,
there had been at least
40,000 political killings.
HRW say that the average
life expectancy for a pris
oner during Habre's rale
was 100 days.
But in spite of these
conditions, Souleymane
survived his time in a
Chadian prison. In prison
he made an oath that if he
ever got out, he would re
cord the human rights vio-

lations that were happening case against Habr, who was
in Chad.
arrested in exile in Senegal
When he was finally in 2000," says HRW.
released after two years of
The victims, are press
mistreatment, Souleymane ing for Habre's extradition
collected evidence from to stand trial in Belgium.
792 victims, but he had to Recently
Souleymane
hide his files under his mud showed his former prison
brick home because even cell to a Belgian judge who
though Habr was no longer was visiting Chad to re
in power, "most of the tor search the case. Souley
turers were still in govern mane described thejqdge's
ment," Souleymane says.
visit as "a huge victory."
The files stayed hidden But still Souleymane wants
for eight years, until Sou a Chadian society that is
leymane gave them to a "free and fair and uncor
HRW researcher. The evi rupted."
dence Souleymane collect
ed "formed the core of the

The United States has
had a military presence in
the region for several years,
but it is now increasing drattnaticatiyw-fn

Hassouna points out that
the region's poorly-policed
borders have long made it a
focus of a "very visible and
widespread" narcotics trade
that is a "comfortable bed
fellow" of terrorism. Gen
eral Richard Myers, chair

man of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, told a news conference
in Washington recently that
they
"have positioned
forces" in the Hom of Africa
to prevent "terrorists" from
"planning or training" there.
Myers went on to specu
late that the Hom of Africa
could be a hiding place for
"people and other instru
ments of war - weapons,
explosives, perhaps weapons
of mass destruction".
Djibouti's strategic posi
tion, between Somalia and
Ethiopia, makes it an ideal
base for U.S. military and
intelligence operations. It
sits at the meeting point of
the Red Sea and the Gulf of
.Aden and within striking
distance of Yemen and So
malia.
The
Pentagon an
nounced that a headquarters
element of the 2nd Marine
Division, of some 400
troops, will head the Hom of
Africa command. It will ini
tially operate from a Navy
ship in the Red Sea for the
60 to 90 days it will take to
build a command post
ashore, the Associated Press
reports.
The United States also
has begun working more
closely with other armed
forces in the region. At a re
cent press briefing in Wash
ington, General Tommy
Franks admitted that the
U.S. also has "security ar
rangements or engagement
opportunities" with Kenya,
Eritrea, Ethiopia, and Ye
men, according to The East
African weekly.
But Hassouna believes
the U.S.' latest "off the cuff”
moves^1 • particularly Tues
day's assassination of Qaed'
Salim Sinan Al-Harethi in
Yemen - could jeopardize
these previously harmonious
relationships.
"Anti Americanism is in
vogue right now. Traditional
allies, like Kenya, are wary

of being seen as too close to
the U.S.," he says.
Kenya has a sizable
Muslim community along
the coast, who are vocifer
ously opposed to the Bush
regime and their own gov
ernment's support for him.
They charge that the war on
terrorism is a pretext for per
secuting Muslims and that
Bush is the real terrorist,
because of U.S. policy
towards Palestine.
' Similarly, in Yemen,
currently the focus of U.S.
operations, Osama bin La
den, the alleged mastermind
ed of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks on New York and
Washington, has more popu
lar support than Bush.
While Yemeni President
Abdullah Ali Saleh has been
busy rounding up scores of
suspected members of bin
Laden's al-Qaeda network including his youngest wife,
20-year-old Amal al-Saddah,
according to Time magazine
- the majority of Yemenis
living in its remote hillsides
are much less sympathetic
towards the United States.
"The government controls
the cities and the towns but
the countryside is in the
hands of traditional chief
tains," says Hassouna.
Yemen, bin Laden's an
cestral home, has long been
a base for al-Qaeda. Hun
dreds of Yemenis followed
him to Afghanistan in the
1990s to become his disci
ples. They are now believed
to have returned home, in
the wake of the U.S.'s war on
Afghanistan.
Al-Qaeda is the chief
suspect behind a recent
attack on a French toil* tanker
'in Yemen. The HU'S1.' claims
the assassinated Al-Harethi
was their chief operative in
the country and a suspect in
the bombing of the destroyer
USS Cole in Yemen in Oct
2000, which killed 17 peo
ple. Al-Harethi's assassina

tion marks a dramatic shift
in policy from the major mil
itary force used against the
Taliban and al-Qaeda in Af
ghanistan to well-targeted
commando raids. Intelli
gence reports say al-Qaeda
has decentralized its opera
tions around the globe, mak
ing it difficult to launch con
ventional military offensives
against the illusive organiza
tion.
This is good news for
Somalia, which has lived in
fear of U.S. missile attacks
for the last year. One of the
reasons the U.S. sees So
malia as a potential haven
for al-Qaeda is because it
has been without a central
government since 1991. It
also alleges links between
al-Qaeda and a group called
al-Itihaad al-Islamiya, which
means Islamic Unity. The
U.S. believes Al-Itihaad al
lowed al-Qaeda to train in
Somalia before the August
1998 twin attacks on the
U.S. embassies in Kenya
and Tanzania.
The U.S. has sent recon
naissance missions to So
mali to investigate but has
not come up with any evi
dence of terrorist operations.
Somali leaders have been
anxious to reassure the
United States that their
country is not a terrorist
haven. One of the main
points on a cease-fire recent
ly signed by Somali leaders
negotiating in neighboring
Kenya was a commitment to
fight terrorism. Despite its
suspicions, the United States
will be wary of taking any
rash moves against Somalia
that could jeopardize the
ongoing peace talks.
"Somalia has been on
their terrorist books for a
long time. But they will not
want to destroy peace in the
region. It is to their benefit if
there is peace in Somalia,"
says Hassouna.

OBITUARIES
ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

GOD HATH NOT PROMISED
God hath not promised skies always blue
Flower-strewn pathways all our lives through;
God hath not promised sun without rain,
Joy without sorrow, peace without pain.

GIVE GOD

An Easy Way to Pay

WHAT'S

In Advance For Your Funeral

RIGHT, NOT
WHAT'S
LEFT.

But God hath promised strength for the day,
Rest for the labor, light for the way,
Grace for the trials, help from above,
Unfailing sympathy, undying love...

“The Lord is great and is to
HARVEY, JAMES, 78,
died November 16, 2002.
Survivors include three
daughters, Bonnie (Charles)
Ward, Lake Park, GA, Joyce
(William) Young, Rochester,
NY, and Pamela (Lewis)
Washington, .Suwanee, GA;
one sister, Mary (Amos)
Lewis; one brother, Rev.
Walter Lee Harvey, Port St.
Lucie, FL; four grandchil
dren, Carla Mills, Sonia
Meyers, Charles Ward, Jr.,
and Minister Michael Ward;
five great grandchildren; a
caregiver, Martha White;
and
several
nephews,
cousins and friends. McRae
Funeral
Home,
St.
Petersburg.

Young's
Funeral
Home

Every Day is a

be highly praised; His great
ness is beyond understand
ing.” - Psalms 145:3

A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young

Gift - Tfyat’s

Funeral Director
Since 1975

Why it’s Called

Provided by

Royal Palm Cemetery & Funeral Home.
RSVP by October 30, 2002
to confirm your seat. Limited seating only.
Please call 321-6316

If you pay now, your funeral is fully funded and won't pose a
financial burden to those left behind.

Clearwater, FL

442-2388

Affordable monthly payments are available to suit your needs
and your budget. You choose the payment plan you want and
if you relocate - your plan goes with you.
Don't delay ...

Family Budget Plan $1,399.00
(Cloth Casket - Grey or Blue)

Call or Write to us today

Traditional Burial $2,199.00

to learn more about

(20 Gauge Steel Casket)

funeral planning.

Elite Services/Deluxe $3,599.00
(18 Gauge Steel Casket)

Plans do not include: Minister, Flowers,
Police Escort,-Programs, Grave Space
or Cemetery Services

Elder Leon LaveIl Thomas, Sr.

A Full Service Parlor

Founder/Executive Director

• Professional Staff • Casket Display
• Cremations • Urns Available
832 N.E. 5th Street (Hwy. 44), Crystal River

1-866-564-1408 • 1-352-564-1408
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more.

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.

Serenity Funeral Home, Inc.
arrangements, so your loved ones won’t be
faced with this alone.

think. However, in the future, an average funeral will cost

1005 Howard Street

FREE * FREE • FREE
breakfast while we educate you on the
savings of pre-planning your funeral/cemetery

The average funeral costs much less today than most people

& Howard)

tl/e Dreseijt!

Please join us for a free complimentary

Yes, that's right, there
is an easy way to pay
for your funeral and
have peace of mind."

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

Section 8 Housing
3,4, 5 Bedrooms For Rent

"When You Need Quality
Craftsmanship ”

in St. Petersburg & Gulfport

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work

(813)244-7388
- -

(727) 492-8195
SAVE UP TO

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life»Health»Dental»Vision
Disability’Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also

Earn extra $1,000
per mon(h for one
evening’s
work
per week. ‘Indus
try Leader’ in Art
Sales. Call - Ava
Kemp-Grier
at
727-865-1080.

LkJ*ERI3»l23l2

On Dental Services

There is a
Reason to Read

Includes FREE Prescription, Vision
and Chiropractic Plans

The Weekly
Challenger!

(727) 864-6675

Social Security

disability

Boley Centers for
BehavioraI Health Care
has employment opportuni
ties available.
Please call our jobline or
visit our website for
an up-to-date list of our
openings.
Jobline: (727) & 1-4819 x8
website:
www.boleycenters.org

• Retired Social Security Executives sc Associates
• Even if you've been turned down before, call now!
• Full representation on any Social Security or SSI claim

WE KNOW HOW TO DO IT!
Government Benefits Information Services

E-MAIL YOUR COPY
TO THE CHALLENGER

Annual Salary Range $31,452.13 to $78,630.31
Application Deadline: December 11, 2002
Contact: Ginni Shannon
310 N. MyrtIe Ave.
Clearwater, FL 33755
.727/469-5800, Ext. 153

Phone:
Requirements: Fingerprints, Non-Smoking, Drug
Test, RN, Bilingual Preferred

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BID SOLICITATION NOTICE
Advertisement No. 1

www.toonari.com

PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families who
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals and are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

Do you suffer from

Osteoarthritis?

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
www.stpete.org

Radiant Research is conducting a clinical
research trial evaluating an investigational
medication in patients with osteoarthritis.
To qualify, you must be 40 years of age or older
and have been diagnosed with osteoarthritis.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

if you qualify, all study medications, lab tests,
and research-related office visits are provided,
in addition, qualified patients may receive
reimbursement for travel-related expenses.

1

Call Mon-Fri for more information

MEET
VOUR
MATCH

727.343.4706
6010 Park Blvd., Pinellas Park, FL

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

R/\i5iAisrr

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18\yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

KBS FARC M

Are yQu purchasing a home?

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
&HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

Sealed bids for work included in this notice will be received until
10:30 A.M. (Tallahassee Local Time) on Wednesday, January 29,
2003 at the Central Office, 605 Suwannee St., Rm. 60, the Mail
Room or the DOT Auditorium in Tallahassee, Florida and other
district locations as indicated in the DOT Bid Solicitation
Notice.

NO MONEY DOWN
NO CLOSING COSTS
Special Financing provided by

Buccaneer*^
HORTGAGE
1507 4th Street North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33704

Interactive.

Buccaneer Mortgage, Inc.

Digital.

Bids submitted for the subject letting must be received by 10:30
A.M., January 29,2003 at any of the above referenced locations.
Bid totals for each bid submitted, regardless of location submit
ted, will be read aloud at 11:15 A.M., January 29, 2003 in the
DOT Auditorium Tallahassee, Florida.

727-898-2827 • 1-888-314-8839
Ask for Leshana McIntosh

Broadband.

3
Modem.
Tefecornmunieation.

The sealed bids received in the District locations will be publicly
opened on Thursday, January 30, 2003 at 10:00 A.M. in Room
BI of the DOT Building in Tillgh^ig^jyhe’tifiWftioU®^5 *
greater than $250,000.00, the Contractor must be prequalified as
required by Florida Statute 337.14(1) and Rule Chapter 14-22.'
'
Proposal Forms will not be issued after 10:30 A.M. (Tallahassee
Local Time) on Tuesday, January 28, 2003.
Bidders are hereby notified that all bids on any of the following
projects are likely to be rejected if the lowest responsive bid
received exceeds the engineer's estimate by more than ten per
cent (10%). In the event any of the bids are rejected for this rea
son, the project may be deferred for readvertising for bids until
such time that a more competitive situation exists. In addition,
award of all federally funded projects will be subject to Federal
Highway Administration concurrence.

Live In Male/Couple
LMH Retirement Home
Rigid Reference Check
Salary Open - 4th Street
South. To inquire,
call: (727) 895-1919

The Hospice

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT

Pinellas County Health Dept.
Community Health Nursing Supervisor #29207

www.africanaonline.com

WRXB RADIO STATION IS
SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF
2 YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE.
COMMISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS AND BE PERSONABLE.
COMMISSION ONLY. PLEASE
FAX RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

If you're disabled, we will prove it!"

NO FEE UNLESS YOU WIN!!
Call Toll Free 1-800-782-0059

Toonari Web Dev.
Presents:
African American
History For
Students And
Teachers On The
Web.

ART SALES:

Bonded & Insured

80%

ft. ®

I BENNIE BRINSON
I Insurance Agency

or apply online at:

It's ail about lima Warner
and the innovative
technologies that mate
new ways for tis connect,
inform anti entertain! ■

talented

www.buccaneermortgage.com

Rates and Joan progrhmS"are subjeqt.tQ change without notice.

WE NEED YOUR HELP..

, Time fttewr is the wifi first Memeffxwered roeda asd CMWturdcaCom eonwy; with dxws of {foteliy rtcogntecd brands, Site
and SBVkes. We're ahsd*a local community leader feft totals plugged nfoyou,

PSS

MIS SPECIALIST
The sudsssfal candidate wil perform help-desk support functions Inducing support for neteorit users, K hardware, pr^rers;

THE ST. PETERSBURG HOUSING AUTHORITY'S
, SELF-SUFFICIENCY PROGRAM IS LOOKING
FOR FAMILIES THAT WERE RELOCATED

!

■de&top OS and software apptotions, aswei ashadcnekvoganr}

Partners in Self-Suffieiency

FROM JORDAN PARK

Requires solid PC hardware and Windows 1MV20OO knowledge; A+ eerffettei; and hade networking dob. MS Qttce.Frotedond

Orders for these documents should be directed to the Manager,
Contracts Administration Office, Mail Station 55, Room BI,
Florida Department of Transportation, 605 Suwannee Street,
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0455, Phone: (850) 414-4000.
Checks should be made payable to the State of Florida
Department of Transportation. No refunds will be made.

product knrjwtedge and strong interpersonal cosrawniCafe sKlls are a must Now! Zenworks knowledge arid

MCP or

NetnoriH- ca'tifcsfe.sn preferred. Web,ctesigs artefot dariopment experience a pus!

WHY?

CABLE SALES REPRESENTATIVE
'Jhe successful candidate Mil praafe quaii^r customer sente and consistent and effeefee resofonors of,osttmer contacts, with a

Families relocated from Jordan Park may be eligible for:

rt'uB range of customer requests, inquiries,and complaints.
[ Requires HS dploma or the recognized eqpVdent io work experience and selfrstuc^ Minimum 1 .year customer' service experience,

Unless otherwise notified by express delivery, return receipt or
by fax transmission, receipt acknowledged, the Summary of
Bids will be posted with the Clerk of Agency Proceedings,
Florida Department of Transportation, 605 Suwannee Street,
Mail Station 58, Room 550, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0458, on
February 20, 2003 or March 10, 2003. By calling the Clerk of
Agency Proceedings, Florida Department of Transportation,
(850) 414-5393, during.each posting period, information con
cerning the posted projects can be obtained.

along with 6 months Wing and rep,# experience, and40-45 wpm typing sMIs required. Excellent customer service drills -and above
average sate drills a must,

1) Help in becoming economically self-sufficient and to become )

TELEMARKETER

a first time homeowner.

)Jne successful c»dirfet«iWi set able swvteesr to customers fcypfowing intamafon, answering queSom and solving prtems.
Requires hfejt school dpfore
computer ss'ssfcete §nd te
programming chacfc; stra;

experience in qusfomer service, public relations and sate; 40wpfB typing skis; and
dcteal requitemenKhdude working knowledge of able production arid
refon
and the ability in seWtarsde customer service requests through

i-key by tooth
i persuasive ccsnmun

effective rdmmunicatw,

Madeira Beach
W95&if6klf

Clearwater
2530 Drew St
2114 Drew St

Job Hotline: 727-7974818,

ext. 8048.

LETTING ID: CT030129
PROPOSAL ID: T7007
COUNTIES: PASCO ,

CALL ORDER: 015
DISTRICT: 07

ROAD NAME: (ALICO PASS SIDEWALKS)
LIMITS: FROM RIVER CROSSING BLVD TO WELLFIELD
RD
FINPROJ NO(S): 40875315201 (♦)
FEDERAL AID NO:
8888859A
WORK MIX: SIDEWALK
TOTAL ROADWAY LENGTH: 0.947
CALENDAR DAYS:
35
TOTAL BRIDGE LENGTH:
0.000
LETTING DATE: 01/29/03
TOTAL PROPOSAL LENGTH: 0.947
ACQUIS. TIME: 15

MILES
MILES
MILES

PROPOSAL BUDGET ESTIMATE: $138,409.00

l!5G09th'St. N.

CALL THE SPHA/SSP OFFICE AT 893-1983 OR
STOP BY OUR OFFICE AT 1201 22nd STREET, SOUTH

TIME WARMER

3331 1St&M '
i ba&srsund cheek rea»ed

BLE

-■■■................

........................................... ’

News Editor

High Blood Pressure
Patients Needed

department is seeking a versatile, flexible,
enthusiastic and experienced news editor.
The

Weekend

News

Editor

will

be

Volunteers are needed for a clinical research
study evaluating a medication to help in the

primarily responsible for the hands-on duties

treatment of mild to moderate hypertension.

week. Other major duties will include dealing

Participants must:

with breaking news in a reliable and creative

* Be men or women over 18 years old
* Be diagnosed with high blood pressure
tf eligible, participants receive study
medication, study-related physical exams,
and compensation for time and travel.

in putting the daily report online 2-3 days a

way; helping to develop special interest sub
sites for the Times online news product and
interacting with newsroom personnel. 2-3
years of news or on-line news experience is
required. Skills and aptitude are sought in
copy editing, headline writing, caption writing
and news writing.

Call Mon-Fri for more information

727.343.4706

DESCRIPTION: Lump Sum

R/\iSiXi\rr

-

Do you suffer from

The St. Petersburg Times online news

6010 Park Blvd., Pinellas Park, FL

(12-5-02, 12-12-02)

No phone calls, please.

^aihsde Mull

St. Pete

PROPOSAL PACKAGE FEE: $5.00

The improvements under this contract consist of sidewalk recon
struction along Alico Pass Road.

employed or to receive job training.

PineSas Park

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
LNTCIQA
PAGE: 42
BID SOLICITATION NOTICE AND APPROX. QUANTITIES
(NOT FOR BIDDING PURPOSES)

sufficient.
3) Case Management services that will assist you to become

interested candidates, please apply in person r
Interested parties can visit our Internet web site at
http://www.dot.state.fl.us (Doing Business with The Department
Contracts Administration); information regarding projects post
ed with the Clerk of Agency Proceedings, proposal holders, plan
and special provisions holders, unofficial letting results, and
other noteworthy information is provided on this web site.
Please note these listings are confidential, per 337.168, Florida
Statutes, two working days prior to the deadline for obtaining bid
documents. FOR INQUIRY ON PLANS SHIPPING PLEASE
CALL (850) 414-4050. This advertisement has been modified.
Please call (850) 414-4000 to request a complete version of this
advertisement, or visit our web site at http://www.dot.state.fl.us
(Doing business with The Department of Contracts
Administration.)

2) Financial Assistance to help you to become economically self-

Some photo editing is

necessary. Certain technical skills will be
taught. Daily hours vary; weekend days will
begin at 3 a.m. News junkies need apply.

Resumes should be sent as a Microsoft
Word document to Online News Editor
Roger Fischer at rfischer@sptimes.com.
No phone calls will be accepted. All
resumes must be sent via e-mail.

Arthritis?
Radiant Research is conducting a clinica!
research trial evaluating an investigational
medication in patients with osteoarthritis or
rheumatoid arthritis.
To qualify, you must be 50 years ot age or older
and have been diagnosed with osteoarthritis
or rheumatoid arthritis.
If you qualify, ail study medications, lab tests
and research-related office visits are provided.
In addition, qualified patients may receive
reimbursement for travel-related expenses.
Call Mon-Fri for more information

727.343.4706
6010 Park Hw)„ Pinellas Pad., FL

R/\ur>\jsir
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NORTH CENTRAL NEWS
The Marion County
Community Male Chorus
will
hold
rehearsal
Saturday, December 7th, 4
p.m. All Male Chorus
members, Male Choir
members or any male that
wishes to sing are wel
come. Contact Deacon
James Thorpe at (352) 6292948.

OCALA
NEWS
by Jim Thorpe
The Martin L. King
Committee will hold their
monthly meeting Tuesday,
December 17th, 5 p.m., at
the Ocala Police Dept. on
N. Pine. You are invited to
come and join up. We are
in planning session for the
Martin L. King celebration
in January.

Queen Victoria Lodge
#50 will hold their monthly
meeting Tuesday, Decem
ber 10th, 7 p.m., at the R.R.
Bailey Lodge Hall. We are
asking all members to try
and be present. This is
election time, and we want
to take pictures for the con
vention yearbook.

You are invited to a
Christmas concert featur
ing the Voices of New
Zion, December 8th, 6 p.m.
Come rejoice in the name
of Jesus. Rev. Dr. Cecil
Wilson is Pastor. Darion
Tyler is Minister of Music.
Mitzi Berryan is Choir
Director.
New
Zion

Missionary Baptist Church
is located at 728 N.W. 6th
Ave., Ocala. For informa
tion, call (352) 351-4924.

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
BROOKSVILLE
Greetings! Pastor Lowery
and the Mt. Zion Mondon
Hill family hopes that all
of our friends had a Happy
Thanksgiving.
Thanks to everyone
that shared in our worship
services on Dec. lst, the
first Sunday of Advent,
when we begin preparing
to celebrate the birth of
Jesus. Pastor Lowery
preached an inspiring ser
mon (as usual), with music
provided by Sis. Cook and

£*£*#

Come witness a “Gos
pel Storm” explosion of
Ocala’s finest voices in
concert. This concert will
take
place
Friday,
December 13th, 7 p.m., at
St. Paul A.M.E. Church,
718 N.W. 7th Street, Ocala,
where the Rev. James D.
Sykes, Sr., D.D. is Pastor.
Admission is free. Hors
d’oeuvres will be served
after the concert! This con
cert is sponsored by the
Omni Legacy, a non-profit
community Service organi
zation.

the Adult Mas sChoir.
Join us for our servic
es, as follows: Church
School on Sundays at 9:15
a.m., Worship Service at 11
a.m., and Bible Study on
Mondays at 6:30 p.m.
Next Sunday, Decem
ber 8th, Pastor Lowery will
install the new officers for
this conference year. This
will also be our "commit
ment service".
Have a blessed week,
and we hope to see you at
any time at the "Little

church on Mondon Hill, in
Brooksville" where Love
Makes the Difference.
For further informa
tion, call the church office
and leave a message at
(352) 796-1955; or Pastor
Lowery can be reached at
(727)866-0126.
Coming
event:
Christmas Eve Candlelight
Service, on Dec. 24th.
Watch this column for the
time and other notices.

On November 26, 1970, Charles Gordone was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for
his play, "No Place To Go." Painter Jacob Lawrence was awarded the Spingarn
Medal "in tribute to the compelling power of his work which has opened to
the world...a window on the Negro's condition in the United States" and "in

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 P.M. MONDAY

salute to his unswerving commitment" to the Black struggle.

NAACP
Meeting —
OCALA—The month
ly Mass Meeting of the
Marion County Branch of
the NAACP will be held
Sunday, December 8th,
6:45 p.m. at the Calvary
Missionary
Baptist
Church, SE 73rd Street,
Elder D.J. Berry, Pastor.
The
newly-elected
officers and Executive
Committee memers .will
be officially installed.
Additionally, a report of
the all-out Harry T. and
Harriet
Moore
Membership Drive will be
given.
The general member
ship and public are invited
to please attend this very
important meeting.

WOMAN’S WORLD
Three-Time Gold Medalist Makes A Splash in the
Bay Area for a Good Cause-------------- —--------------TAMPA - Brooke Ben
net, a three-time gold
medalist, participated in the
second annual Arby’s
Charity Tour Tampa/Pinellas to raise awareness and
finuicial support for Big
Brcthers Big Sisters of
Tanpa Bay, Big Brothers
Big Sisters of Pinellas
Covnty and the Arby’s
Fouidation.
■Brooke was selected
for his initiative because,
like ihe hundreds of mentors who serve the children
in off lodhl chaptfr, she is a
role model who has repre
sented our country and
made a difference," ex
plained Dwayne Ingram,
Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Tampa Bay Board Member
and- Tour6nament CoChaiiman.
As part of the Tour,
Bennett visited Hillsbor
ough and Pinellas County
elementary schools bn No
vember 19 and 20 to teach
students the six Arby’s Val
uable Values: Dream Big,
Work Hard, Get It Done,
Play Fair, Have Fun and
Make a Difference. All of
these are character building
principles designed to
"make a difference" in the
life of a child.
"It is a great feeling to
come home and help a

wonderful youth mentoring
program like Big Brothers
Big Sisters," said Bennett.
"Arby’s is providing a great
opportunity for me to give
back to the community I
love so much."
A native of Plant City,
Bennett was the only U.S.
female to capture two gold
medals at the 2000 Sydney
Games. As a 16-year-old,
Bennett broke onto the
national scene by winning
gold in the 800m freestyle
at the 1996 Atlanta,Games.
BeifflettT~Sffio 'attended ’
Durant High School, is the
No. 14 rated athlete in
Tampa Bay’s All-Century
Team. In 1995, Bennett
was named the USOC
Sports Woman of the Year.
"We are thankful that
Arby’s and Brooke (Ben
nett) are going out , of their
way to make a difference in
the lives of children in the
Bay area," said Susan Rolston executive director of
Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Pinellas County, Inc.
Big Brothers Big Sis
ters of Tampa Bay and Big
Brothers Big Sisters qf Pi
nellas County provide
mentors to children from
primarily
single-parent
homes through the support
ive friendship of adult
mentors. Recognized as the

Ms. Florida Senior
Pageant Accepting
Contestants for 2003
NAPLES - The Ms.
Senior Florida Pageant is
now accepting contestants
for the upcoming pageant,
which will be held on Sat
urday, February 22, 2003
in the ballroom of the club
house at Aston Gardens at
Pelican Marsh in Naples,
Florida.
Women age 60 and
over are eligible to com
pete for the title of Ms.
Senior Florida and must be
living in Florida at the time
of competition. Seasonal
residence is accepted.
There is no marital status
required to compete, con
testants my be married,
single, divorced or wid
owed.
Contestants will com
pete in interview and eve
ning gown attire and will
be asked questions on
stage.

The winner of Ms. Se
nior Florida will win a 10day trip to the National
Pageant, which will be
held in Massachusetts in
the fall of 2003. In addi
tion, the new Ms. Senior
Florida will have the op
portunity to make appear
ances in parades, be inter
viewed on radio broadcasts
and will have her picture
on all advertising materials
for the pageant for the
year.
To enter the pageant
and receive a contestant
packet, potential contest
ants may send their name,
age and address to: Ms. Se
nior Florida Pageant, 2430
Vanderbilt Beach Road,
#108-251, Naples, FL
34109. Contestants may
also call 239-593-5464 or
visit the website at www.
seniorfloridapageant.com.

premier mentoring pro
gram in the United States,
Big Brothers Big Sisters is
invested in America’s
youth through community,
school-based and sitebased mentoring relation
ships by providing mean
ingful, effective friendships
to hundreds of children
throughout our community.
The results of their ef
forts/ are substantial and
well documented. A nation
al landmark study (listed

on bbbsa.org) demonstrat
ed: 64% of Littles devel
oped higher levpls of selfconfidence; 80% improved
their academic perform
ance and 53% were less
likely to skip school.
While the results are
positive, the challenges of
recruiting additional Bigs
and raising necessary funds
are ongoing. To assist
BBBS’s efforts; the Arby’s
Charity Tour will visit the
Bay area to conduct one of

sistahs

the largest fundraising and
promotional events of the
year for Big Brothers Big
Sisters of Tampa Bay and
Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Pinellas County.
"The Arby’s Charity
Tour demonstrates our
commitment to this com
munity and elevates our
charitable contributions to
a new level," said Al
Hodges, president of RTM
South, owners and opera
tors of Arby’s restaurants in

Florida’ Last year, the Ar
by’s Charity Tour Tampa/Pinellas raised more than
$100,000 through a golf
tournament, auction and
the sale of $1 Make A
Difference pin-ups in Bay
area Arby’s.
If you are interested in
becoming a mentor, please
visit the Arby’s Charity
Tour Bus in the Bay area or
call BBBS at (813) 2872210 or BBBS of Pinellas
County at (727) 518-8860.

sueport

BREAST HEALTH
Save another woman's life. Host a Sistah Party, These get-togethers
give women the opportunity

discover the power Of early

brea$i*caocer detection, St Anthon/s Health Care, serving the
African-American population for wore thaw JO years, will support
yow Sistah Party,

WATCH CUT LEXUS!
HEW 2003 KIA

SORENTO LX
options include:
Powerful.ii 24 ValeeDOHC
Engine, Power Windows,

As a hostess, you need to:
* invite 5 friends or
relatives

NEW 2002 KIA

SPORTAGE

• Provide a location

Available options include:
Automatic, A/C, Alloy
Wheels, Am/FM'Cassette.

♦ Prepare a snack

Power Locks & much

* Follow-up with your
guests

/MEW 2002 MIA

SEDONA EX

To host a Sistah Party, call (727) 825-1056.

options Include:
A/C, Sear A/C, Power
i
NMn» ® lacks, ASS,
Leather, Sunroof&

....... ■ ... ..
-- — -_aStcfuiei
—
».t&'Tte&r

BAD CREDIT

NO CREPTT •BANKRUPTCY
24 hr Hot

Une^DAYSAWEEf

StAnthonyh
HEALTH

CAMS

www4tanthony«om

U.S. 19 & 37ft Ave. H. • St Petersburg * 727-525-5785
Shop Online: www.crownkia.com

-»
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Latin American Dignitaries
Visit Goodwill-Suncoast
Group--------------------------------------

Goodwill-Suncoast's Director of Acquisitions and
Allocations Kym Bandy explains to Latin American
visitors how donated go’ods are processed then sold
to support programs for people with disabilities.
ST. PETERSBURG Goodwill Industries-Sun
coast hosted 14 Latin
American dignitaries on
Thursday, Nov. 14, while
they visited the Tampa Bay
area to learn how success
ful nonprofit organizations
accomplish their missions.
The U.S. Department of
State's International Visitor
Program sponsored the
visit. The Tampa Bay stop
was the last oh a threeweek tour that included
visits to Washington, DC.,
New York City, Scottsdale,
Ariz. ahd Lincoln, NE,'
The delegation met
with Goodwill's executive
management and toured
Goodwill's St. Petersburg
headquarters at 10596

Gandy Blvd., then stopped
by Goodwill's Freedom
Village II barrier-free
apartment community in
South Tampa and visited
Goodwill's new Brandon
superstore at 1106 E. Bran
don Blvd.
Leaders of nongovern
mental organizations in
Argentina, Bolivia, Colom
bia; Dominican Republic,
Guatemala, Honduras, Ni
caragua, Peru and Vene
zuela comprised the group.
"We're pleased to host
these distinguished visitors
and show them how Good
will-Suncoast was able to
place nearly 11,000 people
in jobs last year. They were
introduced to our human
services and to the retail

component that supports
those services," said Good
will-Suncoast President
and CEO R. Lee Waits.
The mission of Good
will Industries-Suncoast is
to help people achieve their
full potential through the
dignity and power of work.
Based in St. Petersburg,
Fla., and serving 10 coun
ties, Goodwill-Suncoast is
the second largest human
services nonprofit in west
central Florida. The organi
zation operates 18 Good
will stores that sell donated
merchandise. This success
ful retail operation helps
support
Goodwill-Suncoast's many human servic
es, including workforce
development and employ
ment programs for people
who have barriers to em
ployment, subsidized hous
ing communities, group
homes and work activities^
centers for developmentally disabled adults, as well
as community corrections
facilities. Founded in 1902,
Goodwill Industries is con
sistently ranked among the
top charities for percentagp
of revenue channeled, di
rectly to programs. More
information is; available at
www.goodwill-suncoast
•org.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR
PAPER BV PATRONIZING
OUR ADVERTISERS

Are You Serious About Playing Basketball?
bv Tracey Smith
ST. PETERSBURG The St Petersburg Hawks
Basketball Organization
was established in Oetober
2002, with the purpose of
creating a girls-only bas
ketball league in the City of
St. Petersburg.
We are in the process
of forming Girls Basketball
Teams for the ages of 1012. This is the first time

any organization in the City
of St. Petersburg has at
tempted to explore this op
portunity for working with
girls at such a young age.
We will be teaching the
girls the fundamentals of
basketball as well as form
ing a new circle of friends
and introducing them to the
community
resources
available. We strive to give
the kids caring and dedicat

ed volunteers who coach,
teach and guide the kids to
resist temptations of a pos
sible life of crime and
drugs.
We are looking for
young ladies who love the
game of basketball, want to

increase their skills and be
come competitive in the
game of basketball. We are
hosting fundamental train
ing and development ses
sions starting December 7,
2002. If you are interested
please come out to Willis

The Weekly Challenger thanks Badcock Furniture, the
Verizon Foundation, and the Tampa Bay D-Rays for
their contributions to the I.M.P.R.E.S.S. program benefiting the youth of our communities.

THIRD

Hometown News
Air Force Airman Jac of Countryside' High
queline Cintron has gradu School, Cleaiwater, FL.
ated from basic military
Army Pvt. Ralph J.
training at Lackland Air Farmer has graduated from
Force Base, San Antonio, basic combat military
Texas. During the six training at Fort Sill, Lawweeks qf training, the air ton, OK. During the eight
man studied the Air Force weeks of training, the sol
mission, organization, and dier studied the Army mis
military customs and cour sion and received instruc
tesies; performed drill and tion in drill and ceremo
ceremony marches, ahd nies, rifle, marksmanship,
received physical training, weapons; map reading,
rifle marksmanship', field tactics, armed and un
training exercises, and spe armed combat, military
cial training in human rela courtesy, military justice;
tions.
/physical fitness, first aid,'
In addition, airmen Army history, core values
who complete basic train and traditions, and special
ing earn credits toward an training in human rela
associate degree through tions.
the Community College of
Farmer is the son of
the Air Force: She is the Margie Farmer of Chaseo
daughter of Evelyn Cin Woods Blvd., Port Richey,
tron of San Salvador FL, and Ralph Farmer of
Drive, Dunedin, FL, and Riverside Drive,. Tarpon
granddaughter of Joaquina ' Springs; FL. The private is
Fernandez of Sunrise a 2002 graduate of Ridge
Lakes Drive, Sunrise, FL., wood High School, Port
Cintron is a 2002 graduate Richey.

TAMPA

ANNUAL
January 16th - 20th

BAY

[Martin Luther King’s Birthday Weekend]

University of
South Florida
Tampa Campus

Celebrating Tampa bay's Heart and Soul

.......... ....-11 1 ' Featured Entertainment

'Ard. 7r.
Wood

faUDodw

Valentine

* Children’s Vmage
. History
wndCo««rt?IXX “old

•

On November 25, 1941, singer
Tina Turner was born.

.

RidMM>n& Community Theatre Guild

ADMISSION IS FREE!
For more information
and hotel packages visit

sch°ol c°£eaHhViUage
.and much much more

Tsmta 8ay Sass s«»s!«

www. tampablackheritage. org
KKCss.

or call 1-888-&9-1749

r.M<P reQ<//.

cAhP REQu,/

Where shopping is a pleasure:

®

Visit our website at www.pubiix.eom
The Other
White Meat"

Pork Shoulder
Country Style Ribs

Broccoli or
Cauliflower

Publix Pork, All Natural, Full Flavor
(Boneless Pork Shoulder Country
Style Ribs ... lb 1.79) Any Size Package

High in Vitamin C and Low
in Calories, Fresh,, each

r.M-P

ReQ(/z.

Buy One Get One

r.M-P reQ<//

Keebler
Chips Deluxe or
Sandies Cookies
Assorted Varieties,
13.8 to 18-oz bag
(Limit two deals please.)

Prices Effective Thursday, December 5
through Wednesday, December 11,2002.
Only in the Following Counties: Lee, Collier, Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, Lake,
Hernando, Citrus, Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte, Polk, Orange, Semihole,
Highlands, Brevard and Osceola. Quantity Rights Reserved.
r>U>-REQ(//,

REQ!/,

Buy One Get One

FREE FREE

Lay’s
Potato Chips or
Chee-tos Cheese
Snacks

Assorted Varieties, 11.5 to 17-oz bag
. (Limit four deals please.)

Johns Recreation Center
6635 9th Street North, St.
Petersburg, from 2-4 p.m.
For more information
contact Coach Ron Smith
at (727) 865-2756 or (727)
644-5723.

Lemon Pepper
Rotisserie Cnicken
Or Original Roasted or Barbecue Flavor,
Deli Fresh, Marinated, Fully Cooked,
Served Hot to Go!, Or For the Ultimate
in Take Home Meals Try Our Quick
Chilled Rotisserie Chicken For a Quick
Heat and Serve Meal, 32-oz each

Baguettes, 2-ct.
Baked Fresh Daily,
From the Publix Bakery,
16-oz pkg.

